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Fox, Spann plead guilty 
By Elizabeth Cote pended, and both were re.quired 
Two University of New to write letters of apology to 
Hampshire students, John R. the victim. 
Fox and Christopher Spann, _ They must serv~. at least 60 
were sentenced to serve 90 days of the 90 days in the county jail, 
in the county house of correc- but may apply for educational 
tions after they pleaded and or work leaves for the remainder 
were found guilty on misdemea- of the time, according to the 
_ nor sexual assault charges in sentence. During the time of 
.. Strafford County Superior Court probation they are required to 
yesterday.- Charges against a attend a service to an agency 
third student, Gordon Williams, which deals with sexually abused 
were dropped. The charges women. 
stemmed from a February 19 Janice Rundles, assistant 
incident involving a female county attorney, said she accept-
freshman in Stoke Hall. _ ed a plea bargain on the victim's 
Attorneys for Fox and Spann behalf because they were '-' not 
offered a plea bargain in which assured of a conviction" and to 
the two men pleaded guilty to spare the young woman further 
lesser misdemeanor charges, publicity. _ 
reduced from the initial felony Rundles said the prosecution 
rape charges, which carried up _ had to evaluate the "difficult 
to a 15 year sentence. Under the legal issues" in accepting the 
sentence handed down by Judge less·er plea. She said the prose-
Joseph P. Nadeau, the two men cution's arguments would have 
received a one year sentence of been complicated by "a victim 
which nine month~ were sus- .. who did not remember ... because _ 
of an alcoholic bla~kout" and . 
by the ambiguous sexual assault 
statute. 
Rundles explained that the 
statute does 'not define what 
exactly "physically helpless to 
resist" means, and "_it would 
have been left up to the jury to 
decide." 
Rundles said the victim was 
"satisfied" wit}:i the plea agree-
ment. "We accomplished our 
purpose. They (Fox and Spann) 
admitted their conduct was 
criminal and they. are suffering 
the consequence_s of it," Rundles 
said. 
David Bischoff, a UNH stu-
dent who represented Gordon 
Williams at the University 
Judicial Board hearing, said he 
felt the plea bargain was a 
"travesty of justice in that 
innocent people are going to 
jail." 
"I can understand why Chris 
(Spann) and John (Fox) would 
desire _a plea, given the gravity 
-of the charges and the intensity 
~f the scrutiny they've ehduted. 
But from a personal standpoint; 
I would have liked to have seen 
the trial gone on because I know 
I . • -
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The MUB closeci"'shop yesterday due to a frayed wire which 
caused the power failure · 
Power 'failure 
cripples MUB 
for9:00wiSa1loWedsinCeitWas '· GoodwinSpeaks in _ -MUB By Nancy Taylor 
A twelve hour long power 
failure crip.pled most of the 
Memorial Union Building yes,. . 
terday; ,forcing workers to shut 
in· the Granite State Room. The 
· the building dow·n in order to 
make repairs to the electrical 
system. . 
The power went out on one 
side of the -building _at approx-
imately 10:45 am, putting a halt 
to work in. the MUB Pub, 
WUNH, The New Hampshire 
newspaper, the games room and . 
the computer cluster. 
The problem was caused by 
a failure in the high voltage 
power cable said Ron Caskell, 
one of the repairpeople hard 
at work restoring the power to · 
the building. 
"It was old and frayed," said 
Caskell; "and bound to fail 
sooner or later." 
Before the power was res-
tored at 7 pm, confusion 
reign~d. · 
Dishes piled up in the MUB 
Pub as a result of the knocked 
out dishwashers, reporters for 
the New Hampshire wrote out 
their stories on paper r,ather 
than on computers, and the Cat's 
Closet was empty and silent by 
3:30 pm. With Jittle busin~ss .. 
in the darkened building, em, • 
ployees shut the glass doors and 
_ locked up for the evening. - ·: 
After a brief black-out ses-
sion, WUNH came back on the -
. air despite the circumstances. 
Sitting in the dark DJ booth, 
Cynthia (who refused to give 
her last name) kept her spirits 
up. 
"It is great except it is a little 
bit dark and I wish the sun was 
out " she said as she reached for 
the' records with a flashltght in 
. her hand. · 
The entire MUB was closed 
at 4:30 pm to allow repairs .to 
be made. Doris Kearns Good-
Vfin's presentation, scheduled 
Granite St ate Robm was one Claims candidates sh,ou_ld get more personal . roo"m -not affected by the' power 
outage. By Robin Hooker She s~id the candidates sutter leeway ... nobody is going to come 
Other rooms not affected Last night, Harvard graduate from-a lack of personal contact to us without a flaw;" 
included the stuq.ent senate and best selling autho; Dr. Doris with the people. They are not She said that while examining 
office, the common office and Kearns Goodwin called upon serving their publi~, rather they our candidates perhaps we 
the Programing Fund Organ- presidential candidates to come are trying to balance personal , should evaluate them as people, 
ization office. out of the "cocoon atmosphere" shortcomings and poor self- not the media-blitzed im·ages 
"We have had power all day," which they have surrounded images with schedules that " that they attempt to create in 
said Kris Tagliamonte from themselves with. In her speech allow virtually no interaction. hopes of winning our accep-
PFO. "The newspaper across on the "The Presidency arid She added, ''Maybe we need ranee. If the candidates . remain 
has been using 'the copiers all American Society," Goodwin more intelligent talks .t.han "~ntouchable," Goodwin sug-
day. said today's political front debates - a human emotion -:.-do gested "maybe th_ey shouldn't 
MUB mini-courses were can- runners are "cut off from the they have it or not?" .- travel anywhere, they should 
celled as well as a result of the rest-of the world." She began drawing on her just paint elaborate backdrops 
experiences in the White House and save a lot of money." 
Doris· Kearns Goodwin 
under Lyndon B. Johnson. Throughout her hour long 
Describing the ·man as fiercely speech Goodwin tossed enough , 
political and consumed with the humor· and solid experi~nce 
p0wer of his .position she noted, around to keep the audience 
"We w·ant the ·President to be chuckling and their attention 
one of us and yet we want him high. · 
to be bigger, better." She said A question and answer ses-
that public demand for a larger sion followed Goodwin's talk 
than life projection is the demise revealing her stance on women 
of many candidates: in politics. "We need more and 
Goodwin, an historian and more women at all levels of 
political analyst, stated her politics so that when they run 
belief that all candidates need for a high office they have the 
a source of confidence beyond experience and background," 
politics. She suggested they s_he sa.id. 
concentrate more on family, When asked if she thought 
friends, and personal develop- a woman would become pres- . 
ment and fulfillment. ident in he-r lifetime there was 
Candidates need to build no hesitation in her reply. "Yes, 
confidence as a base for a I believe we will, the barrier was 
political office rather than t-he broken by ( 1984 Vice Presiden-
off ice being a base for the rial candidate) Geraldine Fer-
confidence of the candidate. She · raro and it's being tipped more 
offered a little reminder to those and more." 
elected officials holding office, In ,closing Goodwin, wife and 
"they better remember where mother of three, re-emphasized 
their power came-from." the importance of candidates 
Goodwin expressed strong returning to the Whistle Stop 
feelings about the withdrawal style of campaigning where they 
of the two Democratic presi- meet and and mix with the 
dential candidates Joseph Biden public rather than polishing · 
· a'nd Gary Hart. She Jeels, "the · _ their "visuals" and practicing 
· character issue is important but their ·speeches. 
we have to giv~ them some 
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Wrestling tourn~y 
fought in the rrilld 
By Donna Morafcik "Sir" Lancii"otti in the light 
Wrestlers did it in the dirt heavyweight division. · 
Saturday night as they competed The event began with a salute 
in the 1st Annual Mud Wres- to the Mud Wrestling National 
ding Tournameqt held in Lund- Anthem. In front of the packed 
holm Gym in the field house. Lundholm Gym, Kevin "The 
The competitiofl w,as spons_ored w ·recker" Russel won the -light- ,.. 
by the UNH wrestling team. weight mens Division. Paul 
An estimated 700 people "The_ Beast" Beaulieu took the 
showed up for the event. Ac- middleweight crown and Scott 
cording to Jimmy Urquhart, "Sir" Lancilotti clinched the 
wrestling coach-, He said the light_heavyweight class. 
money- raised from. admission Frank "Bundy" Cushing h'ad 
is going to help with the team's the upse:i win over the Living 
extra travel expense_s thr-ough- Nightmare from the State of 
out the year which is over and Torment for the heavyweight 
above what the University pro- title. In an interview before the 
vides. This will enable the UNH match the Living Nightmare 
wrestling team to compete in was asked what prompted him 
various tournaments abroad. to enter ·the match. 
A ro·taJ of 11 women and 17 "I l_ike to rip people apart," 
men competed within their he said. 
appr9priate classes for their Nightmare said he e-njoyed 
titles and a chance at the $25 mud wrestling because he is into 
prize money. "inflicting pain upon others." 
Delicious Deb White was slinging mud against Mighty Marigau ·during last Saturday's Mud _ 
Wrestling Competition 
The night's event also fea - Nightma_re and -his anonymous 
tured a guest wrestler. Sports rria(!ager agreed he was ·"o:b- __ 
Director, Gary _Tanguay of MUD WRESTLING, page 8 
WERZ · radio, -challen,g_ed Scott _ - -- · . _ 
I -
· Ii 
NEWS IN. BRIEF 
·Haitians sue-u~s. govern-
ment over breasts 
/ . Thirty Haitian me~ werit to federa,l <;:ourt yesterday~-· 
in Mi~mi se~king as muchas $30 million from the 
· U ;$. government ~n grounds that chemicals used , 
in an Everglades detention center caused them -to 
grow female-like breasts. 
The Haitians, aged 20:-50, were illegal immigrants 
held at the Krome A venue Detention Center for 
less than a year during 1981 and 1982 where they 
were sprayed with anti-lice chemicals for sanitary 
reasons. 
. S~corid _stringers. · limp 
through Strike .Sunday 
Iran on full _ alert; U.S. 
\Yarship heads for Gulf 
' i 
<,;} • 
I~an announted Suiiday that Us 'bases ·~n ihe' 
Persian Gulf were on full alert following intensive 
Iranian naval ~xercises that set off widespread alarin 
and sent a U.S. warship steaming toward the 
maneuvers. 
Rear Admiral Harold J. Bernsen, commander 
· of the U.S. Navy's Middle East Force, acknowledged 
that higher officials ordered his flag-ship to break 
off from a southbound convoy and head north toward 
the area Friday night. 
Ira.n's Prime Minister Hussein Mu~avi vowed 
yesterday to fight any aggressor in the gulf and 
said Iran was determined to oppo-se tii-e -U.S. . 
· presence there. '· 
Winter -comes early as 
storm belts Northeast 
The "crowds" which attended Sunday's football The earliest s-nowstorm on record took its toll 
games were greeted by picketing players, some on .Ne~ England Su.nday, burying western Mas- -
~ reported cases of violence, and a lot of poor football sachusetts and parts of New York, Vermont and 
as NFL teams comprised of walk-ons and·scabs Connecticut in up to a foot of snow that closed roads, 
fumbled their way through week one of the makeshift · airports , and knocked out power to more than 
games and day 13 of the players strike. · 300,Q00 homes and smothered the temporary Indian 
In .Philadelphia, picketers closed the gates to surrimer under a blanket of white. -
Veterans Stadium, forcing fans to enter the game · · The October 4 S(orm was the earliest in the region 
through a corridor Qf mounted police, whiie in_ since the Army Sig-nal Corps began keeping weather 
Detroit §even people were arrested for trying to .. r_ec?:rds in 1870. The snowfall eclipsed the previous 
prevent fans from entering the Lions-Bucs game · rµark set on Oct. 10, 1925, and is believed to have 
at the Silverdome. Supporters dem~nstrated wiin'.but ~ even toppled the unofficial record, a blizzard that · 
arrest outside of games in seven other NFL citie.s. ._ -almanackers say hit on Oct. 6, i836. 
The teams drew poor attendance, with jus~ over The snow, caught the region and forecasters totally 
4,000 diehards showing up in Detroit and only 14,830 ·. by surprise, ~s initial weather reports had called 
out of a previous 61,000 sellout making their way . for <;ool temperatures and possible snow showers 
through the · rain and picket lines in New England. over parts of New England. 
The games themselves were not much better, as 
teams of untested and unscouted walk-ons romped 
and walloped each other in an afternoon of lopsided 
contests. 
Violent crime drops 6.3 
percent in '86 
. ~, . ,.,, .. . ' [,; . '· '., 
''. Aco'rd'irig to Justice Department s.tatistics, 
Ame-rica's rate of violent crime (not counting 
murder), dropped 6.3% in 1986 as·: the number o'f 
all crjmi~•s, studied declined for the fifth straight 
~ar to the lowest level in 14 years. "_ 
: .. ·: :This figure represents, a 20% decrease from the 
peak of violent crimes in 1981 and marks the lowest 
level on record since the first survey was taken 
by the Bureau of Justice Statistics in 1973.-, 
In 1985~ there were 30'violent crimes per 1,000 
persons age 12 and older, compared with 28.1 in 
1986, acco;ding to the surv~y. . 
Aftershock of quake jol~s 
Southern Califor~ia 
. The most powerful aftershock of Thursday's 
ear~hquake rattled Southern California early 
yesterday, causing damage due to faling debris and 
rock slides. The death of one woman was directly 
attributed to the tremor. 
The. a:frershock_ hit :~he Los Angeles-area ad:59 _ 
A.M. and lasted less than 'ten seconds. The United · 
States Geologic_al Survey measured the reverbations 
at 5.3 on the Richter scale. The jolt, which rattled 
many people out of bed and caused scores of minor 
injuries, was followed 'by at least three weaker 
. tremors, inc:luding o~e a,t 7 :05 A.M. that registered 
. 3.6 on the Richter scale. -
Mildred Robbins, 66, died of cardiac arrest at 
Methodist Hospital just outside of Los 'Angeles 
from complications which were related to the quake, 
according to one medical o_fficial. . Area hospitals 
reported numerous p~ople arriving with cuts and . · 
bruises sustained from falling out of hed and· 
stumbling around their houses in the darkness caused 
by power out~ges. _ _ , __ -
"We can e~pect more aftershocks · for $Ur~," said 
Robert Finn, a'spokesman for.tpe_California Institute 
of Technology. "Whether we can expect more strong 
ones, no one can say." . 
' .., l ,I..• • 'Ir, ' 
I 
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Senate to explore 
field house gyms 
By Neal Hogan 
The Student Senate took a 
step to seize control of the 
construction of the two recrea-
tional gyms when it voted 
unanimously Sunday night to 
establish its own committee to 
research planning and funding 
of the project. The move is an 
unprecedented step to effective-
ly bypass the UNH administra-
tion on a major capital improve- · 
ment. 
. then would be to build the best 
quality facility with no student 
fee." · 
The bill specified the com-
mittee consist of ten members: 
the Dirctor of Athletics, one 
faculty member, . one s_taff 
member, one rep·resentative 
from the president's office, and 
six students .. The committee, 
which is scheduled to report its 
findings by December 6, will 
be chaired by Student Senator 
Sue Ogden, Financi,d Affairs 
and Administration Council 
. Chairperson. 
"'i 
This summer, a quorum of the 
Stud~nt Senate strongly denied 
the administration's request for 
a mandatory student fee of $15 
for funding new recreational 
gyms as part of the Field House 
renovations. Last week, the full 
senate voted. down a proposal 
to split the funding with the 
University. 
Clarke said she met last week 
with Jerry Chase, assistant to 
the· president and Mike O'Neill, 
athletic'director. She said she 
asked them if there was a'ny 
hope of continuing on with the 
project with alternative funding 
and and she said she was "greet-
ed with an enthusiastic. yes." 
The student senate once again labored over the field house issue 
The administration has main-
tained-its stance that if students 
do not provide funding, then 
_ the gyms will not be built. 
Currently the administration 
is going ahead with the Field 
- House renovations, but will not 
build the additional gyms. . 
The newly created Senate Ad 
Hoc Field House Renovations 
Committee is an attempt to gain 
control of the project, both in 
its planning and funding stages. 
Sal,ra Clarke, student body 
vice president, who introduced 
the bill, said, " We voted down 
the mandatory fees to pay for 
this building. But our constit-
uents have said they want the 
gyms - but they don't want to 
pay for them. The opti~um 
The new ad hoc committee 
will be responsible for coming 
up with an alternative site, and 
possible funding for the project. 
- Members will go to the students 
to see what they are looking for 
in a recreational facility, and 
incorporate those ideas into the 
plan. 
Committee members will also 
travel to other schools that have 
recently built athletic facilities 
to discover where they found 
funding, and what type of plan 
they used. · 
·"We will find out what kind 
, of facility we qeed and want, a,nd 
how we· are going to make that 
come about," Clarke said. 
By Antony E. Ray -
The Newmarket Fire Mar-
shall is "still investigating" the 
fire that destroyed the New-
, market Town Hall on September 
21, according to Newmara-~t 
Town Selectman Edward WoJ-
nowski. . . 
. The building which housed 
the police department head-
quarters, town planning board, 
selectmen, town clerk tax col-
. lector, wa.ter an:d '.SCrW~~r, _and 
recreation offices maype rebuilt, 
according to Wojnowski: 
"There are a lot of options 
open. Our first thought is to 
rebuild," ·he said. 
However the building w:as only · to business," he said. 
insured. for approximately Things have p.ot completely 
$350,000 which "only covers settled though. In 'the next 
a start" said Wojnow~ki. "It will couple of weeks the selectman, 
be at least a two month process ·town clerk tax collector, water . 
for a total cost estimate." and sewer, and recreation offices 
The town is now checking loan will :move from St Mary's school 
options for payment on repairs on Rte. 152 just beyond down-
. according to·Wojnowski. "There town towards Lee, to the east 
is nothing available on the state wing of .the new elementary 
or federal level to help us out," "' school on South Main Street. 
· he sa1d. ;;_ This will leav~ only the poke 
1The initial confusion created · headquarters and the New-
. by the _fire' 'has . p~s-sed, 1 ·said · inarke't piannirig ·boa1rd at St 
Wojnowski. "All the records are Mary's, according to Wojnows-
out, although they' re a little wet ki. "There wasn't enough room 
and smokey. We'.re getting pac~ for everybody ~t St. ~ary'~." 
Durham PQlice · report 
ijy Karen DiConza He is described as a slender, 
white male in his early 20's with 
red hair. He was wearing a light 
shirt and light pants and was 
The Durham Police Depart-
mentis investigating a report 
of indecent exposure and a 
report of suspicious activity 
which happened-on the UNH 
campus this weekend according 
to Captain Michael Golding. 
/ last seen running from the area 
to"\1/ard Main Street according 
to the report. 
Student Body Vice President Sabra Clarke spoke but Sunday 
Friday at 11: 16 pm, police 
received a report of indecent · 
exposure .from a woman. The 
woman s11id a man exposed 
himself-to her when she was 
w.alk1ng on Edgewood Road 
near Stratford Ave, Golding 
said. 
University · Police., report's 
By Chris Pollet 
Two men were assaulted by about the incident and in turn . members ordered him to leave 
four unknown males outside · he contacted Public Safety. · earlier in the .evening. Pu~lic 
Hunter Hall at 11 :30 on October Three of the assailants des- Safety responded to a call after 
3rd, Major Beaud9in of Public 'cription were attained by Don- Smoker ran through the security 
Safety reported. , , · ovan from the victims. All three desk. . . . _ ~ . . 
The two men, a Hunter Hall men were described as "stocky -· Smoker was abusive, r~sisted . 
. resident and a visitor, were and solid of medium height, two arrest and was taken into cus-
, .~ retµrning from .downtown Dur- . were white _and one black," tody. He spent the night _in · 
ham on foot when-they were according to Donovan. Stratford County JaiL-and was 
· copfronted b.y four assa_ilarits. The case is under investiga- released the following .morning . 
After a limited verbal exchange, tion. . according to Public Safety. · 
Golding said. police went to 
the area and "couldn't find 
anyone fitting the description.''. 
Police are also investigating 
a report of .suspicious activity 
which occurred on Saturday, 
October 3, at about 9 pm.' 
Golding said a female resident 
of Red Towers, 19 Main S.treet, 
the four assailants attacked the U niverstiy Police also re- University Police aided.Dur-
two men in the unlit area behind s ponded to an incident in the. ham Police, on the morning Qf · · 
Hunter Hall. · morning hours of ,9ctober 3rd October 4th, in the arrest of two . , 
The two men received facial · in Stoke Hall involving an non- male subjects in the parking lot 
cuts a·n&b.rtiises. No medical UNH.student who was intox- of the Mill Road Plaza. The two 
assistanc~ was re9uested. icated and abusive to hall staff. were hdstile and resisting arres't. · 
reported that a man knocked 
on her door, entered the apart-
~ent, and started asking ques-
tions. 
· Golding said ,the resident 
thought he was "strange" so she 
rounded up some of her friends. 
The man then left the apart-
ment. 
He is described as a white, 
male approximately 25 years 
old, about 5'. 9" with a heavy 
build and dirty ~londe hair. 
Golding said police are inves-
tigating the incident. 
Shawn Donovari'., Hunter · · Sh~wn Smoker, 19~ returned · Both subjects were .placed in: 
Hall's third _floor RA, was. , .tP,, _S_t.p_ke .H.~.U after · staff , Stratford:CountyJaiL .. . An :assault occurred just outside Hunter Hall last Saturday 
1
- co't:it..actecl,_,by -ll1 :u1te-f-re--side-nts ~- - · · · · - ~-' · · · - · - · · - · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · .. ·· -·· - · · ~ -- ·· · ·· - · ·· .. · ' · · ·· ·· ·· · --· · .. ·· · · · · · · .... , - -- · · · · - · · · ·- · · · ·. ·' · · ... , ' 
··j.'.'''. ,.'--,. . 
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ON THE ·spoy· 
1~ · your opinion when dO you 
think. boy's and gi1f s should be ref ered 
men and women? 
to as 
u-in · mjF opinion g"uys 
should be refered to as men 
when they start a career 
and girls should be refered 
to as women when they 
. ·enter college." 




Aghting Constructively ... 5 
Expressing Negative 
Thoughts and Feelings ... 6 
. Dealing with 
Constructive Criticism ... 7 
Dealing with Anger ... 8 
Understanding Jealousy and 
How to Deal with it ... 9 _ · 
"If I know the person, I 
judge it by their maturity, 
level. If I don't know them, 
I judge it by their inititaJ 
appearance. n 
"I don't consider myself 
mature enough to be called 
a 'ma.n yet. I still consider 
myself a kid. I refer to girls 
as women when they are 
older, 21 or so." 
"When they are 18 they are 
considered legal adults and 
if they are old en9ugh tq 
go on their own, they 
should be called men and 
women." Rod LaBranche 
Junior Jim Filler Elizabeth Trainor 
Communicatiqn ~ophomore . · 




English ri, _. : .. ~.:~·-' . .,. · 
:TELEPIIOIE TAPE LINE 
S.elf.;.fmprevement 
. Time ~onagement ... 15 (new tape) 
· Self Assertiveness ... 402 Dating 
Building Self Esteemed Doting Skill-s ... 18 
. ' / Confidence ... 35 _ Infatuation or Love ... 70 _ 
Standing Up for Yourself...10 Things to Consider in Looking 
Becoming Independent from .. for a Mate ... 71 
Parents.~.478 . . . Type:s of l'nt.irnacy ... 3 _ · 
The Value ond Use of ... How to Cope with a Broken 
Self-Talk ... 36 Relationship ... 8"3 
What is Counseling and How _: Physical lntimacy.;.4 
-Depression . : to use it ... 61 _ . - .
1 . .What ts Depression .. A31 Leaming to Accept Yo•Jrself...44 Health-Re ated Issues 
· How to Deal with /-. 1 Sexuality Early sign of. an Alcohol 
Depression ... 432 Male Sex Roles 40 Problem ... 160 ... Responsible oe· c·IsI·ons about 
How to Deal with Male Homosexuality ... 21 
Loneltness ... 32 Dealing with lrnpotence ... 23 Drinking ... 161 
Depression as a lifestyle ... 433 Timing ~roblems in Male I've been Raped, What 
Stress and Anxiety Sexuality ... 24 DeDo 1,~o?.-.. 315 
Anxiety and Possible Female Sex Roles ... 39 a ,_ng with an Alcoholic 
Ways to Cope with it...30 FemaleHomosexuality ... 20 Pqrent ... 
479 
How to Handle Fears ... 33 Female Orgasm Problems . .-.22 Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215 
-- · Herpes-symptoms and 
Coping with Stress ... 38 Friendship o· · 209 - Ex-- i 3-7· IagnosIs ... Relaxation ere ses .. i ~ Friendship Building ... 1 AID~Reducing the Risks ... 225 
-Conflict and Medlation ... 312 H 1· · F · d 90 e ping a nen ... AIDS-Symp_ toms and . 
U_nderstanding G_rief ... 85 R · · s · ·d 1 . ecognIzmg uIcI a Diagnosis ... 218 
Death and Dying ... 84 Feeli~g in Others ... 4~2 (newtape) Acquaintance Rape ... 319 
: Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00 to 12:00 p.m. and select the tape you ~sh to hear. The tapes run about six minutes. 
If you have any questions when the tape is over, a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line. Tape line is a service 
provided by Cool-Aid in conjuction-with Counseling and Testing. Cool-Aid is a student funded organization. Our Hotiine 
number is 862-2,293. ·· · · · · · 
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.Plymouth women perpetuate the Playboy ideal 
Plymouthlessens party image 
. . 
By' Chris Pollet 
To some, Pl-ayboy is a good 
magazine, filled w}th beautiful 
women, informative artlic~s and 
interesting· interviews. To oth-
ers, it is not worthy enough for 
lining the bottom of· their bird 
cage. But to Plymouth State 
Colleg~, Playboy has become a 
nemesis. 
In the October issue, two 
women from Plymouth State 
appear in a pictorial section 
' entitle "Women'of the Top Ten 
Party Schools," which is just the 
latest attempt by Playboy to 
bring its readers their version 
of Plymouth State, which con-
flicts with members _of the PSC ·· 
community. 
"What impresses ,me most is 
t);ie phoniness of the· article," 
said PSC President William J. 
Farrell, in an article published 
in Plymouth Staie Update. "For 
all their youth and hormones, 
college students are not pfastic 
nymphs and satyrs that middle-
aged American mythology 
makes them out to be," he wrote. 
Plymouth State has had a well 
known image of being a "party 
school" for many years, a rep-
utation that Playboyhas high-
lighted in -several issues in the 
past. · 
"PSC is ·made out to . be a 
bigger partying school than · it 
is.," said Grant Sidney, a PSC 
junior. "The image is over 
blown." · 
The· image has possibly re-
sulted in a lower in-state enrol-
lment, according to Richard 
Evans, professor of mathemat-
ics at PSC. 
"For the first time the fresh-
men class represents more out 
of state students than in-state," 
Evans said. "The image may ., 
· have effected ·in-state enrol-
·1ment because of the New 
Hampshire media coverage ( of 
PSC), but it hasn't gotten to out-
of-state students." " 
Farrell has outlin~d progres-
sive methods for deaning up 
PSC's image. The administra-
tion has begun to address.prob-
lems such as alcohol abuse and 
proper attitudes toward women. . 
·~we can not allow our own 
self-image to be affected by 
those who know so very little 
about us," according to Farrell.- ~-
Area residents outsiae of the 
college have heard little about 
the Playboy article. "The com-
munity Js dealing with the 
visible· things, like the big 
parties," said Steve Palmer, a 
Plymouth · resident. 
Plymouth police, along with 
campus security,. have been 
breaking up parties lately that 
used to go unnoticed, according 
to Palmer: This crack down has 
made its way into the state-wide 
press. 
Yet the image problem will 
continue as long as Playboy· 
considers PSC a "Top Ten Party 
School," according to Evans. 
"I don't know where Playboy-
comes up with their informa-
tio-1;1, but it doesn't take much 
to keep a reputation going," he 
said. 
Some students note that a 
poor public image is not exclu-
sive to PSC. "The rape issue at 
UNH does the same thing to 
its reputation as this Rlayboyar-
ticle has to PSC," said Sidney. 
· President Farrell touched 
upon the concerns of many 
college campuses when he 
wrote, "We need to emphasize 
even more vigorously that al-
cohol and disrespect for the 
rights of others have no pla<;:e 
in an institution of higher 
education." 
"We need · to put the playboy 
campus image where it belong-
s .. .in the garbage," Farrell sum-
marized. 
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. HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "Greek Tragedy: O~igins -
and Nature," Gilbert B. Davenport, LTheater. Room 201, 
· Murkland, 11 a.m. - 12:30 p._m. ·· _ 
WOMEN'S- SOCCER - vs. Massachusetts, 3 p.m . 
WOMEN'S TENNIS - vs. Providerict, 'i30 p.m. 
.· FILM - ."South Africa: An Overview of Human Rjghts 
·· Vio\atio_ns," Presented by R~y. Faras~ni through Amnesty 
lntetnat10nal. Room 128, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m .. free. 
FRENCH-ITALIAN FILM SERIES - "Rue Case Negres." 
· Roo_m 110; Mutkland, 7 p.m., $L ~.. , 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES - "Lac;ers for FLearning: The : 
Leading Edge of Training Technology.", Joseph F-Durocher, 
Associate Professor of Hotel Admimstration. Alumni Center, 
7:30 p.m. · 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7 
MEN'S SOCCER - at Babson 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "Runaways." Johnson Theater, 
Paul Arts, l0:30 a.m. and 7 p.m., students $6, general $7.50. • 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Boston University, 3:30 
p.m. 
FRENCH-ITALIAN FILM SERIES - "Rue Case Negres." 
Room 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1. . . . 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8 
. ' 
·,WOMEN'S TENNIS - at Dartq1outh 
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES - "August Horstmann 
and the Origins of Chemical Thermodyh-a.mics," by Prof. 
Bill Jensen, University of Cincinnati_. Room L-103, Parsons, 
11 a.~. - 12:30 p.m. · · 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8 
WOMEN'S SOCCER - St. Anselms, 3 p.m. 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIA - "A Geochemist's View . 
of Water Treatment at UN:A," by_Pete-r Armstrnng (MS 
74), Supervisor of Water Utilities, UNH. Room 119, James, 
4~m ·. · 
P.SYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - "What is the Spectral 
Efficiency of the Achromatic Channel in Vision? THe Answer 
is not so Black and White," Kenneth Fuld, Psychology. Room 
101, Conant Hall, 4 p.m. . _ 
UNIVERSITY THEATER - "Runaways." Johnson Theater, 
Paul Arts, 7 p.m., students $6, general $7.50 
MUSO FILM - "M* A *S*H" Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. 
UNH LOW BRASS ENSEMBLE CONCERT - Nicholas 
Orovich, director. Bratton Recital, Paul Arts, 8 p.m., free, 
· open to public. - · 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - at Maine 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - at Maine 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCl(J!Y - at Providence . 
GOURMET DINNER I - "A Taste of Colonial America." · 
An 8 course meal presented by students of Hotel 667. Granite 
State Room, MUB, 6:15 p.m., $18. Tickets at MUB Ticket 
Office. . · 
Bot. an1·-s· t / .. ·W: _-· . · ·orks for· ''1·de.a· I t · · _ · _ ''~UNIVERSITY THEATER - "Runaways." Johnson Theater, ree I Paul Art, 8 p.m., students $6, general $7.50 _ · . 
By Leonard Dodge this a genetically superior tree/' 
U.N.H. Botanist, Subhash Minocha said. 
Minocha is involved with re- Minocha and his assistants 
_search in hopes of growing the ahve · been doing this resear~h 
"ideal tree". for the past three years. Cur-
Minocha, a Professor at UNH rently funding has come from 
for the past 14 years has been the N.H. Agricultural Station, 
developing a process by which North Central Forest Expeti-
a tree is rclone<l;_ after being_ ment Station and the National 
injected with a single cell grown S<;:i~nce Foundation. Minochas' 
from a cell culture. work has appeared to pay off 
Not only is cloning being in some respects, last week he 
researched, but a process called attended the International Meet-
genetic engineering is being ing on Tissue Culture of Trop-
. studied. "This is a process where ical Species in Botoga, Colombia. 
new genetic features are added, "The response was tremendous, 
allowing plants to resist certain much interest. Hopefully, we 
chemicals, insects and different will have some collaboration 
stresses", said Minocha. by companies {n South Amer-
"Th_e purpose of all this is to ica"~ said Minocha. 
select a tree, any tree and make "This will also have tremend-
. it the ideal tree, the biggest, the ous economic benefits", Mino-
tallest tree, make it resistant cha said. "We cannot keep 
to acid rain and disease. Once mining the forest, the demand 
.. ~dected, we can clone it, making ··- of -~ood and pulp is increasing. 
So \ve will have to do more re-
planting of superior quality 
trees", Minocha added. 
Recently, _the AETA Corp. in 
Portsmoutn, an energy consult-
ing .firm, · has begun work with 
Minocha in developing the 
genetic e.t;1gineering process for 
white pine trees. This •tree is• 
used mostly for lumber, but . 
suffers from a blister rust dis-
ease that slows growth", said 
Minocha. By adapting this pro-
cess to make the white pines 
resistent to disease could mean 
· a brighter future for lumber 
growers", said.Minocha. 
Minocha also gave an exam-
ple of how this practice could 
help farmers. "If a farmer plants 
a million plants in a field, and 
they have to compete with 
_ weeds they ~ill grow slower. __ 
· CLONE, page 6 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
. THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) 
The New Hampsht:re (USPS 379~280) is·pubfishe~ a.nd distributed ..emi- · 1 
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·. llli ~tfTh!rd Class.-~~~~: ~d ar ~h~. NH 038_24. A~v~rn~ers _sh~,uld 
:cne,ck t~~•r ads the h.r~;:t:~Y-The Nni:;~arnpshtr~ w1.ll •~ no use be 
,_ respons1b~ for typogta,M:a1;:or othet:-\U'tbr:s, but will reprint that part .. 
· of an advertisement ir;i whkh11 wpo3rapbical error appeus, _if notif~~d 
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NOTICES-
ACADEMIC 
APPLYING TO GRADUATE OR PROFESSION-
AL SCHOOL? : Come to a workshop .at the TASk 
· Center, 21 Madbury Road before you do. We'll 
discus~ ways to "sell yourself" with your appli~ation .. · 
Workshop sponsored by Student Support Ser~i~es, 
offers tips on writing personal.statements, obtammg· 
letters of recommendation, and . the. timing of- · 
. applying. Two dates: Tuesday, October 6 from noon 
·. to 1 p.m. or Wednesday, October 7 from 3-4 p,m. 
Information: -862-3698. · . · 
LUNCH WITH' DR. CALVO CASTELLON, 
· PROFESSOR AT UNIVERSITY OF GRANADA, 
1 SPAIN: Sponsored by Department of Spanish arid 
Classics. Attention: Former students. in the UNH 
Study Abroad Program in Granada. Make reser-
vation ·with Spanish Deparment secretary. by 
10/8/ 87. Monday, October 12, Philbrook Dining 
Room, 11:45 a.m. (For meal ticket; see department) 
. STUDY ABRbAD PROGRAM IN GRANADA, 
SPAIN: Sponsored by Department of Spanish and 
· Classics. Dr. Antonio•Calvo Castellon, Professor 
· of Art History in the UNH program in Granada 
will presents a slide program for interested 
prospective students. Tuesday, October 13, Room 
209, Murkland, 3 p,m. 
1 
GENERAL 
B.R.E.A.K. (BAG-IT, RLAX, EAT AND CON-
NECT): Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student 
Center. A lunch group for students who are divorced 
or separated (or just thinking about). Wednesdays, 
Non-Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, 
noon to 1).m. !~formation 862-3647. 
PIZZA LUNCHES: Sponsored by Non-Traditional 
Student Center. Join the Pizza for Lunch Bunch. 
Relax at the end of the week with good company 
and good food. Pizza available at $1 per slice. Fridays, 
Non~Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, 
noon 1 p.m. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-
.· TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV .. 
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL'SCHOOL 
FAIR: Sponsored by UNH Country Dancers and 
the Ceili Show on WUNH-FM. The gro4-p Lo Jai 
will play traditional music from Central France 
using such instruments as the hurdy-gurdy, pipes, 
· accordion, violin and flutes. Lo Jai is comprised . 
·of four musicians who are respected worldwide 
for their collective and individual experience as 
instrumentalists and researchers. Friday, Octob~r 
16, Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 8 p.m., UNH 
undergrad students with valid ID, $3; general $6. 
Information: 603 749-2238 or 207 439-2555. 
HEALTH 
.ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM-
.EN ONLY): .For Women concerned abo1,1t' their 
drinking or drug use. Fridays, 2nd floor, Conference 
Room, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m. 
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): lndividtjals af-
fected by another's use of alcohol or other drugs. 
fy.fondays, Room 21, Library, no_on to 1 p.m: 
ALCOHOLICS .ANONYMOUS M-EETING 
(OPEN): For individuals concerned about their 
drinking or drug use . Mondays, Tuesdays,' Wed-
nesdays, and Thursdays, 2nd floor Conference 
Room, Hook House, noon to 1 p.m. · 
MEETINGS 
ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN S-CIENCE: 
Informal lunch meetings every Wednesday, 4th 
floor, Complex Systems Conference Room, Science. 
and Engineering Building, noon to 1 p.m: All are 
Welcome. 
UNH JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Open jug-
gling for anyone ·to learn or practice recreafional 
juggling. See MUB Information for Room. Wed-
nesday evenings, .MUB, 7-11 p.m. 
ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE 
MEETING: Will be forming committees. Important 
meeting, all interested should attend. Wednesday, 
October 7, 4th floor, Science and Engineering 
. Building, noon to 1 p.m. _ 
ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines 
on.proper forms) · 
Sandler to speak 
on rape on campus .- . ' 
By Eileen Lee 
Dr. Bernice Resnick Sandler but has · b~en the subject of 
will bespeaking of). acquaintance increased-attention in recent 
rape and sexual harassment . months as reports of .sexual 
issues in the Strafford Room - assault has heightened aware-
in the MUB on Tuesday, Octob- ness of rape and sexual harass-
er 6. Her small group discus- ment on campus. 
sions and eveni'ng lecture will "It is a teachable moment," 
exa-mine what acquaintance rape Gildea-Dinzeo said. 
is, why it happens, and. what to Small group discussions to 
do about it. include falculty, administration, 
The lectures are sponsored students, and prevention train-
by the Office of President and ers will go on all day Tuesday, 
UNH' s Sexual Harassment and followed by a lecture in the MUB 
Rape Prevention Program at 7 pm. Sandler's lecture is 9pen 
(SHARPP). to the public and fr~e . 
Kathken Gildea-Dinzeo, a Sandler is· nationally known 
UNH health educator, said that for her work in rape and sexual 
most of the rapes which occur harassment issues and has pub-
on campus this year will b~ by lished several articles on the 
· an acquaintance rathe.t;. than by · subjects. She has worked with 
· a stranger. Gildea-Dinzeo said the US House of Representa-
she hopes Sandler's lecture will rives to address discrimination 
encourage individuals to exam- · against women in education and 
ine their attitudes on acquain- · employment. Currently Sandler 
ranee rape. It will also "help is director of the Project on the 
further the goals of the · Status and Education of Women . 
SHARPP program" she sai& - (PSE_W) for the Association -of 
The SHARPP-program has American Colleges· in Washing- · 
been in existance since 1982. ton D.C. 
------~-cLONE----~ 
(continued from page 5) 
Comp~_nies. haye to elimjnate . 
coniperiticin ·bet,w~, tht;._e!ants 
and weeds with herbicides.Ho-
wever, at · times, you cannot 
· distance yourself between what 
The laboratory is using the 
cloning to keep alive Robbins' 
cinguefoil, an endangered spe- · 
cies that grows in the White 
Mountains. 
.; yo~ want to grow and what tou 
4 wa~t tct elimi11at~. With this 
, · re.searc,h, yQµ can ,make plants 
L..,,----------------..,;__--------'----=------'------------,,_J :' resistent tot the herbacides, and 
kill the. plants you don't want", 
said Minocha. 
With all of this r:esearch, 
Mino<;pa adds, J; the•r~ are,,.l).O 
pe.r:sp.nal monetary gains-, no . 
association that- will lead to 
personal monetary gains". "I 
gain directly out of the .research .. 
itself", adds Minocha. 
. .. +<v~- ~- RESUMES. 
Electronically Typed 
$18.50 inclu~s _ 
Typing, Se1ecdori o.f Pape_r and 'Envelopes 
Plus · ,_. · 
25 copies * 25 envelopes * 25 extra sheets of paper , .. 
. (ChrJnges easily made with our 30 day_ memory storage.) 
· Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30 
Durham • Copy 




The TM Progr~m 
_,, PL US Tt,PE OF 
./ 
I 
MAHARISHI AYURVEDA ON PHIL DONAHUE SHOW 
The World's Oldest and Most Complete Scientific System 
for the Pre~ention and Cure of Disease and Promotion of Longevity 
This process is also involved 
in saving endangered species. 
,;; .;. ·' , 
UN IVERS IT Y OF NEW . HA.MPS HIRE : '1 , 
THEATER. · f ~ 
------------------"""e~:,1 
R \U ·N AWAY s-: 
the musical by Elizabeth Swado 
directed by Carol Lucha-Burns 
Performances: 
October 2,3, 9, 10 at 8 P.M. 
October 7 and 8 at 7 P.M. 
October 7 at 10:30 A.M 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
Durham 
· UNH Students/Employees/ 
Alumni, and Ser.iior Citizens: $C:,.OO 
Dinner Theater Package-
New England Center Restaurant 
For more--information, phone: Katrina· Knap 
/ 
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Studeitis pllsbOfol 
voter · registratiOll 
By Ad~m McKeown -. . The_mess3;geGould want~to 
Stude~t~ l~v}ng within thti . get acro'ss is a simple one: "A 
town of Durham will have a new majority of UNH students can · 
opportunity to take part in local . become leg-al voters so please 
government starting this elec- exer,cise the right to vote and · 
tionyear. Last March, a revision register." 
of the town's charter changed "It i's important to register 
the legislative council so that this year," said Gould. "With 
instead of five selectmen, tra- the new tovin board arrange-
ditionally local people, the board ment, the ,student population, 
will consist of ·nfne seats which constituting a working majority, 
can be voted on or occupied by can speak as one united voice 
UNH students. . · on issues such as open container 
The University of New · and noise ordinance. U the 
Hampshire falls under two · roughly five thousand students 
c9,ntradicting laws that make living in Durham took an active 
iht)egal relationsqip between part in voting af?cd running in 
the stud-en~-~ah.d."fhe town of local elections, ·the restrictive -
Durham vague.- According to policies of this town could fall 
the Town (:lerk's office, there by the wayside." · 
is a law io the state constitution Gould also added that a voter 
that says a person must be a in New Hampshire will h_aye 
permanent resident: of a town a tremendous sway in national 
to enjoy voting rights there, A politics as the first primary will . 
federal law, however, s·ays that be held here. "All UNH has to 
a person needs only live in a do is register." 
town for eight months of the To register, each student must 
year to qualify: as a legal voter bring a passport or a copy of 
provided that they are a United their birth certificate· to· the 
States citizen who is at least · town offices before October 
eighteen years of age. 24th.-According to the Town 
. Since the federal law takes Clerk, no one can be registered 
precedent, virtually every UNH in two places so if students 
student living. in campus or in register here, ariy previous 
·the town of Durham may reg- - registrtations are nullified. How'-
ister. a.s a voter here. , . . ever, they can be restored by re-
There is one problem, how- · regis_tering through the same 
ever. Students do not register process. · 
to vote in very high percentages. To find out what the thirty-
According to the town -offices, one people running this year . 
"hardly any ne~ students have stand for, there will be an 
registered to vote." Students assembly to meet the candidates · . 
for the U riiversity Council of in the Strafford Room of the 
the Student Senate is trying to MUB on October 20th from 7-
address this problei:n. According 10 pm. '.Among House· candi-
to Jay Gould who is heading"up dates will be UNH st4dents 
the Council, •:we ate posting Timothy Silk and John Hurney. 
flyers in the library, the dining Any questions · about this cah 
halls, the MUB, and every other be afl'swered by the Student 
available place on campus. We'll _ Senate Office (862-1494) or the 
also be distributing letters to- · town clerk's office (868-5577). 
the Resident Assistants and 
within the Greek System." 
A µior~ precise view of the MUB's dilemma yesterday '-:<-
; 
· Aninesty lnternatio11al Presents· 
All 
7:00pm_ 
in Hamilton Smith,-roo.m 128. ·r~ .................... ,, ..................... ~ ......... ,............ ~ ...... ~ ,_ 
I . , . . . . . .................................. . . ·1 
I CARTOONISTS! · .. · · · · I 
~ .................................. ... ................... i 
I I I .. ' 
I· Do to a lack of space we muSt limit the number f, . I . . .. · . •. -~ 
'. ~ ........ ~~ ........ 'Wit. . :..~,. · 0 1_. ou_f' student' stripS. i 
~- ·. . J - I 
i I 
I I I ·. Please submit your best work to ;,a.. ................... ,e 
I I 
I TkNewH~ ! 
I I 1 .................... ,.. by October 12th if you are interested. ; -
I · i I ·' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' T'l. ' ' I 
~ - · · · · · . · .. - rJank You ~ 
L ... ,, ... ~, ... ,~..._, ................................. ,, ............ ,,,~ ... ,, ............ , ... , ... , ... , ... ,, ... ,,,,,,,,,J 
PAGE EIGHT 
viously" going to take the match. 
Their plans were smashed when 
Frank "Bundy" Cushing took 
the match 2-1. 
The crowd's enthusiasm 
heightened when the action-
-packed womens Division com-
peted within its classes. "De-
lirious" Debra White won the 
womens lightweight competi-
tion. "Luscious" Linda Engle-
man, alias "The Gripper" took 
the middleweight title and the 
heavyweight class was won by 
Amy "The Monster" McDonald. 
Christine Corey, a first year 
student, also participated in the 
event. When asked why she said, 
"A friend of mine is friends with 
a wrestler and she talked me into 
it." 
·Corey said tfre event was 
different, interesting and fun 
Dave Harris, a first year 
student, competed in the mens 
lightweight division. He said 
his reason for participating was 
that he saw a sign for the event 
and it looked interesting. 
Harris said he was also fueled 
by the "25 bucks" in the prize 
pot. . 
UNH senior Timothy Parker 
said, "Tonight's match was my 
first mud wrestling match. It 
was very entertaining. The 
ladies were a little more enter-
taing than the men. · Ap in all , 
it was a good time." 
When asked if he would go 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1987 
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to another mud wrestling match 
he said, "I think I would, I'd even 
bring a date;" · . 
As far as participating in the · 
event Parker said, "Well, pe.r-
sonally .. J don't think I would. 
I'm a pretty cqnservatiye type · · 
of a guy and it is not really my 
bag. But it does look like fun in . 
sort of a weird way." . 
Paul ~meltzer, a senior on 
exchange from Canada, said, ."I 
thought it was pretty exciting 
at times. It was a lot of fun and 
t~e commentating was witty." 
The match was narrated by 
Master of Ceremonies, Barry 
Chooljian, a 1982 wrestling 
alumnus . 
. Smeltzer also praised the 
women wrestlers. 
"The women wrestlers were 
probably better then the me_n. 
They were the most entertain-
ing." 
Smeltzer, who has participat-
ed in mµd wrestling matches 
in the pc::1st, said, "I have a bad 
shoulder now so I couldn't 
(participate): But if I had a good 
shoulder !"might consider it 
again because it looks like a. lot. 
of fun." . . ·· 
An alumni wrestling match' 
is scheduled for Saturday, Oc-
tober _i 7. The alumni will com-
pete against the current wr.es-:, 
ding team. The event wiU be · 
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-NOW TRA.NS-PORTATION 
IS COAST-EFFECTIVE 
~.Qi" Getting around has never 
been easier. COAST /Kan-Van 
gets you there with our new 
easy7to-use schedules and ad-
vanced design buses . . 
All COAST/Kari-Van buses 
kneel to curbside and have 
wheelchair lifts for easier 
access. 
Comfort & ease combined 
with your edge: .To all UNH __ 
, students, faculty and staff, 
COAST/ Kari-Van is FREEi 
, Get where you want, when 
you want FREE on COAST/ 
Kari-Van! -
Young's Restaurant 
& c ·offee Shop, Inc, 
Breaklast St!.ecial 
Cheese and tomat<? omlet served with 
homefries, toast,. a~d coffee. 
·,'$2.60 
Luncheon SP.,ecial 
Grilled cheese with cup of 
homemde beef stew. 
$2.60 
Dinner Sbecial 
Fried haddock dinner served with 
tos~ed slad/mashed potato_ and roll. 
.$3.95 
48 :Main St., 
Durham, N·.H. · 
(continued from ,page 1) 
If you think you're 
having a heart attack, 
think out loud. 
all three ot them· to be inno- Sti°idents, said, "From my pers-
cent," B1schoff said. pecrive the sanctions (against 
The two. defense attorn~ys Fox·and Spann). are more severe : 
were unavailable for comment. than the University's decision." , 
A large percentage of r,ape Although he believes the find-
cases which go to trial are often irig in the Judicial Board hearing 
not prosecuted to the full extent and criminal .court trial were 
of -the law, according to Jan consistent, in that the both 
Harrow of the UNH Women's bodies found the two men guilty _ 
fil 
Chest discomfort that 
lasts longer than -
- _ two minutes is noth-ing 
to fool a,round with. · 
Commission. Harrow and oth- · on lesser charges. · 
Play it safe arid 'ask someone 
to get you to a hospital emer- _ 
.genqy room-iml'T)ediately. 
· ers in the Universityco'mmunity Sanborn, Harrow, and others 
have been following the sexual ' agree that a resolution in the 
assault case from the beginning., criminal court will ~llow the 
She said the plea bargairi . ·_ University community to learn 
sentence ''is probably the best . its lessons and look -forward· to 
we could have hoped for." _ ·a,more positive future. 
American Heart 
Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR J. Gregg Sanborn,. Dean of ~ _ •· 
YOUR LIFE . 
Bike Repair 
1 DAY SERVICE 
Serva & Repair OI-
. All Makes Of BJcycleS. 
. Mon.-Fri. IMl,Satuniay 9-5 · i 
Thu . .. E~- Iii 8 p.m. , 
fll•~■-111■■1• .. • .. • .. • ................. ,,,1■■■1■■■1■■■■■1■1■■■.■■■■111■■~■-•■■■1■■011■■1■■1■ ................. !1• ■■■u1■1u-t I )ANCE to 8e.., 8oldw;n Olld the B;g Note J" ·.· I 
l - MOf> 
Straffcwc:l 
RoovY' 
~ · ... 
~· . Darhani Bike l •- , S. 0O--l>ol\a-tiort 
l)oor _"Pt,·z.es CQsh !cir NEW LOCATION 
PetlN Brook a.., .,..,._., N.H. 
888-SeH .. . _ : Benefit ' DURNAM INFANT CENTER 
•...... ,~ ................................................................................................................. . 





. A· Campus Problem 
Tuesday,,. Octob_er 6, 1987 
7p.m. ·_, ,-
·strafford Room . ,, 
Memoria·1 Union :· 
University of New Hampsh~re 
Bernice R. Sandler 1s the Director for the Project on the S1atua and Education 
of Women. Association of Ameriean Colleges and co-author of "'Friends" 
Raping Friends: Could n Happen To You? and Campus Gang Rape: 
Party Games? ' . 
· Program funding made possibl~ by the President's Office. 
Advertisin9 ma·de possible by 
Counseling and Testing 
Public Saf~ty 
Health Services • 
Department of Social Work 
Women's Studies 
· Residential Life 
.Student Senate 
Panhellenic Council 
I nterfraternity~CoQndl l 
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The 
Bloom Co~nty Collection 
~~ 
TOUR CITIES LISTED 
OH BACK Of SHIRT 
WORLD TOUR 
White T-Shirt 
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _ 
BILLY & 'l'D BOIHGBRS BOOTLBG . 
Berke Breathed's latest 
book - per■onally autographed 
by the .author, exclusively 
from Guy Glenn Graphics. 
ORAL BILL 
White T-Shirt . 
Also includes a 45 record 
with the hits "BILLY & THE 
BOINGERS" & "U STINK BUT I 
LOVE YOU". 
Qty _____ Sizels)_·~--
List Price $7.95 
Plus Postage ·$1.50 
PENGUIN LUST 
White T-Shirt 





Qty _____ Size(~)_ __ _ 
White s·weatshirt 
Q ty _____ Sizels ) ___ _ 
• I 
. by Fundanwntally 
®ralT&il! 
OPUS 
Lt. Gr-ey T-Shirt 
Qty _____ SizelsL __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty _____ SizelsL ___ , . 
ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shirt _ 
Oty _____ SizelsL __ _ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty _____ Sizefs)_ __ _ 
.Ji,,.~ MOK QUEST-OPUS GOES HOKE 
~ Beautifully photogr aphed 
calendar ~nd s t ory of Opus ' 
trip to Ant a r tica to search 
fo r hi s mom. Personally · 
autographed by Berka Breathed, 
exclusively from Guy Glenn/ 
Graph ics . · '/ 
List ~r ice ~$7 . 95 
Pius Poi tage $1 . 50 
Qty. _ . -
/ 
/ 
NEW 81LL THE CAT 
Lt. 1(key T-Shirt . 
Qty _____ Size(s)_ __ _ 
HEAVV METAL OPUS 
White T-Shirt 




Qty.""1 ___ Size(sL __ _ 
White Swe~tshirt --
Qty _____ Size(s)____ /j..,e,'4-d_ Cd:[' 
__ VISA MASTERCARD __ EXP.DATE 
· Tees: S, M, L~ XL $12A5 ea. postpaid 
Sweats: M, L, XL , $22.45 ea. postpaid 
NUMBER _____________ ~--
NAME _________ ~--------
SIGNATURE ____________ _ 
SHIP TO: _______________ _ 
CO residents add 4.1 % sales tax. 
/',llow 4-? weeks delivery for personal che.cks. 
MAIL_TO: ,,; 
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS 
DEPT . . e~s 
P.O. BOX 3953 
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 . 
t (303) 674-8667 
( 
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Bowman .addresses 
Peace Day crowd 
:By Denise Popp lars per ·yer," 1said Bowman. 
Dr. Robert Bowman, the Much of the federal research 
President of the Institute for and developmept effort is spent 
Space and-Security Studies and in the armaments industry, and 
a leading critic of "Star Wars," almost 100 percent of graduat-
spoke against President Rea- ing_engineers must take jobs 
gan's p\Jan to .initiate this de- with weapons manufacturers 
fense plan and called for a look said Bowman. 
for God to answer world prob- "All this at a time when a 
lems at a Peace Day celebration child dies of statvation on this 
held at St Thomas Moore. Earth everythree seconds. Every 
Church grounds last Sunday. time you take a breath a child 
" 'Star Wars' is the most dies of starvation totally need-
gigantic fraud ever perpetrated · les-sly," he said. , 
on the American people, and · Because the day commemo-
on our allies around the world rated the work of St. Francis of 
as· well,". said Bowman. Assisi, who was a campaigner 
The trouble with the world for peace and a lover of nature 
today is faith placed in th~· many people brought their pets 
institution of weapons rather to be blessed in a pet blessing 
than the institution of God ceremony. Gerbils, goldfish, 
according to 1Bow·man. rabbits, dogs, cats, a lamb, and 
''Our problem is tha't we place even a stuffed bear were brought 
our_ trust in our weapons" forth to. be blessed. 
· instead of iri God, he stated. . As the crowd looked onto 
If God was the center of trust their newly plantly peace 
than the use of resources such garden, Father Rick Pennent 
as money, brain power, creativ- of St. Thomas Moore summed 
ity, and the talents of our up the feelings of the crowd with 
scientists and engineers would a comment from the book Ele- -
be chann.eled into much more ments of Hope by James Carrol. 
·:worthy endeavors said Bowman. "It is not that there are too 
"Military expenditures alone, few gardens," he said, "but there: 
in the US alone, exceeds three are too many plastic flowers." 














ALSO: International Student 
ID. Yout'h Hostel Pisses and 
ElJRAIL Passes.issued on 
the spot! 
Call tor FREE CIEE 
Student Travel Catalog! 







BACK TO ·SCHOOL 
-.. EYEGLASS SAVINGS 
For a limited time save 50% on a .beautiful new frame 
from Selected Styles. (with· le,ns ·purchase) 
CONTACT .LENS -SAVINGS 
50% off on an extra · 
set of- replaceme!"'t lenses. 
Several styles o ,ontact lenses! Professional fees and 
care kit are adc. .. onal. These prices apply .to full pairs 
only. Not valid on priororders, . "Fhis offer ends 
October 30, 1987. 
-UNIVERSITY· 
fffc~ie 





53_ Main St., Durham, N.H. 
Dr. Alie 
Dr. Menard 0pto'!'9~ 
Vision Insurance 
Plans Welcome 
12 Jenkins Court 
across .from 
The .f ·ranklin 
5-pm midnight 
·Enjoy~.\ 
Safer Sex , 1 . )2) 
QUALITY TROJAN® BRAND -
_ Condoms by ·Mail! We Deliver FREE 
Total Confidentiality is Assuredl 
No one needs to know.· Now you can 
purchase quality Trojan® Brand Condoms 
discreetly and confidentially through the 
mail. All orders shipped immediately* in 
plain wrapper. · . 
Send check or money order to: 
GMS P.O. Box 142A Company Lengby, MN 56651 
Please rush in plain wrapper: 
□ 3 for s2,2s o 9 for ss.oo o 24 for s12.oo 
D 6 for S4.25 D 12 for fl.SO 




• Allow 7 additional days for orders accompanied 
by personal check. 
with a minimum order of $3.00 
cal I 068-2009 
Sun, Mon, Tues open until 1 a.m. 
W, Th, F, .Sat open until 2 _a.m. 
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+ ♦ · A Kew Wag of"Tfiilfklng . 
-BEYOND WAR ~COM-ES TO: -UNH 
BEYOND WAR IS A NATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL GRASS-
ROOTS MOVEMENT WHICH MAINTAINS THAT W ~R JUST DOE,:S 
NOT WORK ANYMORE, AND THAT WE MUS.T LEARN HOW TO 
RESOLVE ALL CONFLICTS WITHOUT RESORTIN.G TO VIO~ 
LENCE. -
STUDENT AND COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS WILL BE ON 
CAMPUS iROM -OCTOBER 5TH THROUGH .THE -15.TH TO, · 









· A WORLD BEYOND-WAR -WE SHALL ALSO WORK WITH THE 
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES TO FIND NON-MILITARY SO-· 
LUTIONSTO CONFLICTS THROUGH OUT THE WORLD. . 
INDIVIDUALS CAN MAKE 
A· DIFFERENCE! 
SCH'EDULE OF EVENTS .: 
. . . . ·, ·• . ,- . . ·. ~ 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
. DR._ MICHAEL E. KAHN . 
. ''LASERS, ECONOMICS, AND THE ARMS RACE" . 
4 PM MONDAY, OCTOBER 5TH 
HOWES AUDITORIUM (RM_ 152) DEMERRITT HALL 
DAILY 
10-2:00 




a ·MONDAY, Oct. 5TH ...... .Introduction to Beyond War 
. I Jesse Doe Hall . . 
·--r TUESDAY, Oct. 6 ....... Introduction to Beyond, War i · · Devine Hall 
I WEDNESDAY, Oct. 7' ····~·· Introdu<;tion to Beyond War 
a Hubbard Hall _ 
=1 · THURSDAY, Oct. 8 !' • .-••••. "Nicaragua" Video ._ &-Discussion 
Carlos Gonzales 
· Smith Hall 
· . '1 ·-· MONDAY, Oct. 12 ....... Communications Workshop . 
Jes$e Doe Hall . . 
;~ TOESDA Y; Oct.~ 13 ....... Communications Workshop 
a Devine Hall , 
· 1 · · WEDNESDAY, Oct. 14 ....... Communications Workshop 
· Huubard Hall 
_WEDNESDAY, Oct. 14 .... ~ .. "Beyond War: A New Way of Thinking" 
· Lew Roberts 






... ADD $3 DO 
. FOR MORE . RESERVE 
YOUR FUTON W.. MONEY DOWN 
CALL JEFF AT 436-2757 
October, 6-9 
. MUB Cafeteria 
Stop by any time . 
of the day for some good MUS Gookin'! 
Breakfast, lunch 'or dinner-- · 
· we are open straight from 7am until 9:30pm 
Mond~y through .Thursday 
· MUB Grill Special 
. HDT DOG SPECIAL 
. tlot dbg, fre1l_ch fries; pic~le 
. & a. medium soft drink 
ONLY $1.50 
MUB Catering 
Planning a meeting or party? 
Impress your guests 
'Let_the MUB Catering do it for you! 
We have a variety of items to choose from 
and the" prices are reasonable. 
· . For more information call Diane at862-2484 
Goody Packages • · 
Need a Birthday Cake fast? 
· Order d.i-rectly through MUB Goody Packages 
We'll make and deliver the cake for you! 
Chocolate. or vani<lla! 
We also hav_e a variety of cookies 
and brownies to choose from. 
Call Sally at 2046 for more_ into. 
°THE PICTURE PLACE 
Located_ in the Cat's Closet 
REPRINTAND fNLARGEMENT SALE 
10/1 /87 through 10/31 /87 
. from your negatives from your slides 
$.20 .... 3x5 .... $.50 
$1 .25 ... 5x7 . . .. $1 .99 
,$2.25 ... ·8x1 o .... $3.19 
$7.50 ... 11x14 .... $7.99 . 
$·12.95 .. . 20x30 ... $12.95 
"If your pictures are not becoming to you, 
you should be comi_ng to us." 
MUB MARKETPLACE 
Print Sale:- October 5,6, 7 
. Granite State ·_Room Lobby . 
9am-5pm 
Movie and Rock Posters, Post Cards, 
Foreign Movie Posters,, etc. -
Sweater Vendor'." October 5,6 
Selling handmade Woolen Sweaters 
:~\ · )"-~lr, s-"1,-;-fa "'~'t'"' 1 :~ ~,. <~,l c.\:~~-'\',.,:;(,rf\t'!t '-'?J-'P, ·~•·t-~_.rV~:\;•~J" . .t\,'t,;' i''~ V'I:~. ,: f'<r.:~~;•·t'l.i\l~:~:"'.r·:•1:1v,~•.:,1..~~.,i- ; ... i... ~. 4 ~~'.J~.~:.'°~;. -i' •, \.' .. '~~:~ ·, ·\• ',.:.,, J'h"""._tJ,,w, l-'( :'\::-..,,ffi,411.,:i+;'~·,,t'l/t. \ t.,.;'.,'\, "~'\ t ,+ ·-1 ~~-~.}~?f~', t', ii~!;!-\\-':.; , ~~~~'l,! /'F 
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Wed. October 7th .at 11am .• .... · ..... . 
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, . 
UNH ... students $11.50 · Non ... Students··$15.00 ·• : ...•. •. 
· ··· . ·. IDs wiHbe Checkedatthedoor 
' - . . 
NO AlcohOl~ Cameras, or R¢~9rdi'iig .Equipm~nt , 
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-Haaland's Homeconiing 
can be where, and when, in the hands of 
a police force seems more like discrimi-
nation than descretion. 
President Haaland has imposed tailgating 
restri~tions to prevent Homecoming from 
becoming a "beer blast", as Dean Sanborn 
· called it. The new rules restrict tailgating 
to the upper boulder fields and A-lot, and 
only from 10:30 a.m. until kick off (1:00---
p.m.). No one under 2Li~ allowed in those 
areas, and no one is allowed in those areas 
before or after the prescribed times. , 
. Btudents under the age of 21, implicitly -
m the new restrictions, are prohibited from 
parking in any of the lots. closest to the · 
Field House. Those drivers are left to fend 
for themselves in the paradox of parking. 
· Even people of legal drinking age are 
prohibited from dallying in the restricted 
areas after the game has started. This means 
anyo1;1e innocent!~ socializing and drinking 
eve? JUSt a Coke will be forcedw move along 
to the game, as actually did happen to several 
people on the first Saturday of the rules 
implementation. 
Also, a_lumni will be ejected from the 
tailgatinge areas after the restricted times. _ 
This limits and ignores the entire concept 
of Homecoming, as an event for graduates 
to reunite, rehash and remember. 
The new rules allow exemptions to the 
tailgating time limits for certain families, 
to be decided by Public Safety or the Director 
of Athletics. But-leaving questions of who 
These new rules, painted with a broad 
brush, are designed to prevent excessive 
and underage drinking, but may stain the 
tradition of tailgating. 
On the lighter side Energetic, yetjn_eff ectual 
"Cheerleaders" is a misnomer for the dozen 
or so scantily clad, goose-pimpled women 
on the football sidelines each Saturday. 
Never has this reporter seen a crowd allow 
themselves to be '~led" by the shrill 
exclamations and robotic movements of 
these energetic, yet ineffectual body of · 
enthusiastic fans. The old "tastes great! 
less filling!" ploy is always more of a 
spontaneous crowd pleaser than the tired 
and ignored "R-0-W-D-I-E" cheer. 
cheerleaders were screaming one of their 
"push 'em back" cheers. 
Maybe, if the·y don't already, the cheer-
leadeting squad should plant a scout in the 
bleachers to cue 'them on which cheers · to 
yell for different game situations. Or better · 
bodies. · · 
If cheerleaders are going to -pretend to 
motivate sports fans, they should at least 
learn the rules of the games. Two weeks ' 
ago at the UNH-Dartmouth trouncing, 
while the Wildcat fans -were on their feet 
applauding a good tunning play from 
UNH' s line ·of scriµimage, our illustrious 
· yet, how 'bout a pre-recorded tape of cheers, 
time released confetti and those little plastic 
footballs automatically ejected into the -
crowd? 
Although cheerleaders work hard and 
mean well, more inspiring chants come_ 
from_ the_ leaders of the marching band or 
Thank 
You 
To the Editor, 
-Forgive my belated Thank You, 
but the "bug" that felled many of 
you during our blood drive caught 
up with me! 
While we did not reach 1,000 
pints, the 878 of you who responded 
allowed us to reach a total of 839 
pints! 
While studying the statistics, I 
realized that the figures showed 
that you donatd almost one half of 
our required amount for a week and 
you all should be very proud. 
I know only too well it was 
difficult time for you to visit with 
so many-pressures and demands put 
upon you. . 
I owe you thanks - Thanks to 
comm1.ners, residence halls, the 
Greek system, and many campus 
organizations. Also thanks to the 
Air Force and Army ROTC, our 
gallant hockey team, staff and 
faculty, and to the N otable-s and 
Gentlemen for doing what they do 
best. · 
We also owe thanks to WUNH, 
and WERZ and s,itlute Th e N ew 
Hampshirefor. one of the best 
coverages ever! . · 
I am already looking forward to· 
our Yuletide drive because I always 
enjoy being with you! You are ;i part 
of many lives - including mine! 
You make mine brighten with 
your youth and energy, so start 




Your Durham 'Red Cross 
· Blood Chairperson 
Real 
Fans 
To the Editor: 
We are writing in reference to 
the "On the Spot" question: How 
has the NFL football strike affected 
your Sunday afternoon habits? First · 
of all, the "men" you asked are not 
_ even real fans; their answers had 
absolutely ·nothing to do with the 
strike. If anyone outside of UNH 
was to read their feeble-minded 
answers, we would be highly em-
barrassed. 
Second of all, why weren'f any 
. . answers from women printed? 
Their answers could not have been 
any worse than the p'eople you 
chose. We are fans of all the New 
England teams, and very proud of 
it. Because of the strike we are 
missing out on our favorite past 
time: crowding around the televi-
sion and taking the game seriously. 
We love sports just as much as men 






To the Editor: 
I am a student here at UNH, and 
I want to bring to your attention 
an organization newly formed on 
campus. The organization is called 
Beyo~d War, and is a campus 
sattelite of the National Organi-
zation Beyond War. _ . 
The gremp here·cm campu~ has 
come about in response to a need 
for students and faculty to educate 
themselves in the realities of war 
and peace in the world today. 
There is a pressing need fo_r 
students, young, who will be leaders 
and decision makers in ·the future, 
to begin exploring tangible, and 
workable methods of peaceful . 
conflict resolution. In this we can _ 
avoid crisis decision making. 
Beyond War supports the reso-
1 ution of conflicts by means of · 
negotiation_, and encourages crea-
tive alternatives to the threats of 
nuclear war. 
Letters to the editor should be . 
typed and.signed and must in- . 
elude an address and telephone 
• - , 
t-
number for verification~ 
Address all mail to: 
The New Hampshire 
Room 151, 
MUB 
War doesn't work any more, and < ;_ _____ _; ____ ,;..._~-------..i.-·"·.-;;,_  -;;.---. 
the people living in N .H. have a 
unique opportunity in the primary 
to influence and in fact educate the 
preside!}tial candidates in this 








Th~ i,ew Hampshire 
ELIZABETH B. COTE, Editor-in-Chief 
JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor STEPHEN SKOBELEFF, Managing Editor 
tjRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor JAY KUMAR, News Editor 
t>AUL SWEENEY, Sports Editor RICK KAMPERSAL, Spons Editor 
CRAIG PARKER, Photo Editor MARK HAMIL TON, Photo Editor 
G.THOMAS ALEY, Forum Editor ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts Editor 
KAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager . 
PAULINE TREMBLAY, Advertising Ma.nager 
==-~~ Debbie McNeil! 
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University Forum ·, 
Let's call Die_k By G .. Thoma-s AJey · 
Some people have a~ked me why I, the Forum 
Editor, have yet to grace the pages of the Forum 
page with my unprecedented and sometimes 
confusing verbose metaphors. Wait no longer .. .I 
have decided to lift myself out of the bowels of 
literary darkness and emerge, once again, to inform, 
' enlighten, and plague my fellow colleagues of this 
fine collegiate institution. 
So, what the hell ('scuse the wording ... need for 
, powerful cliche rrieaning hot place where bad people 
go) do I write? I thought about pontificating on 
UNH recently being heralded as being the "essence 
of New Engiand," but I am woken with a sharp 
blow to the privates when I walk by T-Hall _around 
noon-time-feeding and hear the clangs and deep · 
intellectual tones of that old favorite "Oh Susannap, 
won't you cry for [these bells]." Somehow, that 
unforgettable folklore does not manifest itself in · 
the winding roads of a rustic New England village. 
Essence? Hmmmni ... no, but keep working on 
it ... perhaps something like Johnny trotted to town 
with a couple of lanterns and a musket in his saddle. 
I don't know. Oh my, I am losing my audience. NO, 
WAIT, sray tuned, there is a point coming. Some 
of you may_ think that this is just another .Forum 
rag, and, it's funny you should think that, because 
that is EXACTLY WHAT IT IS. I have many 
questions, although, the purpose of ar: editorial 
piece is to give an opinion and then give some 
· plausible resolution. This is one .of the laws of Op-
ed's. However, on this I can only follow Bugs Bunny 
(notice, I am attributing my quote, sorry Mr. Biden) 
in saying that I-never studied law. This is· a_n 
appropriate analogy, because I am referring to what 
I saw wnight (it's about tim:e I got to the point, 
_ huh?). ,, . , 
I was cruising down Madbury tonight in my 
!brother's Bimmer (I like tak,ing it because I look 
;_ like him -and people may think it's mine-big deal, 
right?) and on the s_ide of the_ road there is parked 
· a Public Safety patrol car with it's blinding blues 
'flashing like it just did a kilo. Do you know what 
he/she (couldn't tell) was doing? Of course you 
. don't, YOU WEREN'T THERE BUD. So I'll tell 
you. Here is the officer giving a ticket to an innocent 
biker because the person_did not have a damn light! 
Now, I don't know if the offieer was protecting 
the colony of ants that could have possibly been 
in Evil's way, or if he/she didn't have anything . 
bette,r to do. The fact is, I am sure that the said 
officer did have something better ·to do (you tell · 
'em Tom)! · 
· I read the -article if:l Friday's paper ("Cuts cos_tly 
for Public Safetf ')- that told us that UNH is "unable 
to meet the safety needs of the community due to 
current financial reallocations ... causing a shortage 
of staff." The fact that crime has increased 23 percent. · 
on campus since 1985 in areas such as theft, criminal 
mischief, vandalism, burglary, drugs, disorderly 
conduct, false alarms, bomb threats, and, t~e ever 
growing problem of rape should shed some light 
~m Public Safety's priorities. Come on people! While 
your out ~hasing down all the wicked witches of 
the west on their turbo-cooled three speeds with 
dual Ha-tley carbs, some woman c~uld be get-ting 
raped on the dark path between the MUB and 
Horton. This is what you should be focusing ori! 
Prioritize! You say you only have 8 people this year 
as compared to 17 in the past. You say that people 
are criticizing you, and that you are not getting 
across to leaders in the community effectively. Well, 
it does not take Dick Tracy to figure out how you 
can work better. · 
Everyone h~s w ,dealwith the fact that programs 
and funding are being cut. Take a look around, others · 
are adjusting. Instead of having officers out chasing 
Pee . Wee, perhaps it would be a good idea to patrol 
those dark paths. Priorities are a problem·"in today's S ( _,.~ I / (here's the moral of the story) s9ciety, however, 
\....., • you do NOT need Dick to come in and .set them 
I 
for you. You c9uld always use logic...logic? Yeah, 
you' re right, why :use it· when no one else is. Gosh, 
Dad was right when he said that scnool was a 
preparation for the real world, a microcosm of 
reality-right here in your own living room 
,.,1 _ . (dorm/apt). Here we are in Central America when ~._...4--.- no one wants it (whoops, sorry Ron)./ Here we are 
pursuing Star Trek, I mean Star Wars, and everyone 
(smart) says it won't work. Even closer to home, 
, we witness cuts in educational programs (ie. TASk) 
to funnel cash into other "more important" 
., ;i:- programs .. .! heard that Japan pays its teachers as 
~ / ~ much as they pay their lawyers and doctors (Yeah 
. , ,- I know they don't have to worry about military 
., spending) ... Anyw.ays, before I completely lose you, 
I guess I .should say that the point of all this is, 
well, jee~, I don't know, call Dick. . 
G. Thomas Aley is the Forum 
'J!,ditor of The. New Hampshire 
Who's blaming who? By Phi~ ·Broder_ 
The administration tries to raise fees. Fraternities 
go before judicial hearings. Dorm damage bills spiral 
ever higher. Liability and lawsuits hover invisibly 
· over everything we do. What's the connection? 
That fourteen letter "R" word. Responsibility. 
Or rather, a lack of it. It seems to be a-•problem 
. l;itely. Nobody wants to take responsibility for their . 
actions. Case in point. Recently, a Michigan h'igh 
school student sued his schooi for eight million 
in damages. It seems the boy had been suspended 
fo disciplinary reasons, and wrecked his car after 
being sent home. Heaven forbid the poor, injured 
child should take the blame for _wrapping his car 
around a light pole. Obviously~ it was the school's 
fault for sending him home in the first _place. At 
least that's what the court thought. 
Right now there seems to be a lack of 
responsibility-taking among fraternities. One Kappa 
Sigma brot-her said .he felt frustrated because he 
and other brothers were " ... being ,·held responsible · 
,for"t'he actions of about twenty brothers, most of · 
whom have graduates." So, whatever happened 
to the lifelong associations and endudng frien<l;ships 
fraternity brother are supposed t9 for~? If a group 
refuses responsibility for its members' actions and 
goes unpunished, what's to prevent that group's 
graduating members from breaking the law every 
year? Face· it, Kappa Sigma, the blame's yours. 
It's Friday night, your friends are in your room, 
a·nd you're all having .a few beers. One of your pals 
has more than a few, stumbles out of your room, 
and throws 4p in the hall. Or maybe you forget 
your out key, so you decide to ·toss a pebble or a 
snowball at someone's window until they open the 
door for you. The window breaks, and before anyone 
sees who did it, you disappear, leaving the resident 
with the bill. Who's at fault? The question is moot, 
because we all know it's easier to clam up and let · 
the cost be spre~d throughout the dorm than it 
· is to speak up and assume responsibility for your 
. a._nd your friends' actions. 
The bottom line of responsibility is the court, 
which seems to b·e overflowing with people who 
won't take responsibility but will gladly accept 
millions of dollars to pay for their pain and suffering. 
Did you know the UNH cycling team has to send 
riders home from practice if they don't we~r their 
.. helment? H~y, someone might·fall and:sµe the, 
University for being negligent for not mjking them 
wear a helmet. One of the reasons the MUB Pub 
closed was a liability problem. Wouldn't want 
someone to drink using a fake ID, then dribve in 
to a tree and sue, would we? It's much simpler to 
let a court pass off the responsibility on someone 
else. 
"We blew it," said Gordon Haaland. "We made · 
a mistake." What's this? Could it be? The University 
owning up to and taking responsibility for ohe of 
its screw-ups? -It was a p~asant change, hearing 
an apology froin the Administration,. Usually a,ll 
we h~ar are terse explanations /and requests for 
increase fees to cover unexpected expenses. A start , 
has been made. Although the Field House war is · 
far from over, at least Gordon Haaland is admitting 
there's a problem and that it's. the Administration's 
fault. It's good to know their's one person o'n this 
campus with enough gU:t~ to take some.responsibility . 
for his actions. -
Do the rest of us have the same intestina-1 
fortitude?-It do~sn'dook like itso far. 
-l'l:Jil Broder is a sophomore · 
. W~dlif e Manage'me"nl1najor · ·:'t,. • ·· / · 
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Arts & Feam 
Saiellites ·andBTandos Co'ver Ground 
Georgia Satellites with 
The Brandos 
Granite ,§.tate Room, MUB 
October 3, 1987 
- By Arthur Lizie 
fun than a b~sket ful1 of Georgia 
peaches. Although on record 
. they come across as being a tad 
bit homogenized, live, they're 
the sloppiest . thing next to The 
- Replacements. 
At most rock shows, one goes Making . their way on stage to 
inter the auditorium knowing the strains of Flatts and Scruggs' 
pretty much what to expect. version of "The Theme from 
You've got your dazzling lights, The Beverly Hillbillies," the 
your tame, usually predictable band then launched into a two 
music, your fancy stage show, hour set which featured as many 
not to mention your cumber- · covers as originals. They didn't 
some ·ticket price. Some rock car~ what song they played as 
shows go beyond this and try long as they enjoyed it. The band 
to bring rock and roll to the level doesn't follow a set list, so they 
of highbrnw theat;ics, case in played until they ran out of time, 
point being David Bowie. At a. then left, without benefit of the 
Genesis or a Madonna show, you tainted rock concept of an 
can tell what's going to happen encore. 
before you see it. In rock and Singer Baird, one of the 
roll nowadays, there aren't too homliest people this side of 
many surprises. _ New Model Army, generally 
On the other hand, there are acts as frontman on stage, but 
the Georgia Satellites: The was often upstaged by the antics 
Satellites don't rely on a dazzli'ng of Richards, who, as Baird put 
light show, are neither tame nor it, was "three sheets to the wind, 
and predictable, and when they havin' a real good time." Humor _ Dan Baird of the Georgia Satellites ve~tures into the crowd Saturday night. (Craig Parker photo) 
start to breakdance, it's spon- was quite a large pan of the 
taneous. Saturday night in the show, especially at times when Williams' "Hey, Good Lookin'," 
Granite State Room of the Richards would travel off on to Thunderclap Newman's 
MUB, the Georgia Satellites and tangents that left the rest of the "Something In The Air." It was 
The Brandos put on a rock and band clueless. Ringo night in The Beatles' 
roll show that wasn't at all Covers were the order. of the department, as "Don't Pass Me 
typical by today's standards, but, evening. The band's similarities By," his country tonk contribu-
more importantly, it was ex- to da Stones (Mick and Keith, tion to The Beatles, and "Act 
tremely fun. . not Fred and Barney) is at times Naturally," which he sang early 
The S ate 11 it es , v o ca 1- uncanny, so it was only a matter in The Fab Four's career, were 
ist/ guita~ist Dan Baird, guit- of time before they got around . both given the sparkling Satel-
arist/vocilist Rick ('_'Don't Call · to one of their tunes, n~mely lites treatment. 
Me• Keith") Richards, bas- . "It's Only Rock and Roll (But Of their original material, 
sist/vocalist Ri_ck Price, and I Like It)." they of course played "Battle-
druinmer Mauro Magellan, play ship Chains," and "Keep Your 
straight forwatd rock and roll The songs ran as freely as Hands To Yourself," and other 
_ music. They know a few chords, .....:. ambrosia on Olympus. Selec- __ selections from their .debut Lp, 
the right chords, they play them tions ran from the Ramones'. but they also spiced the set with 
quite loudly, and they h~v_e mote "I Wanna Be Sedated," to Han~ a few songs not heard yet in 
these parts. "Tell My Fortune," 
from their unavailable debut EP, 
and "Open All Night" and 
"Ain't Nothing Like My Baby" 
( dedicated to The Replace-
ments' Paul We.sterberg), from 
their next .album, due sometime 
next year, all fit the Satellites 
no~holds-barred rock and roll 
attitude. 
Opening act The Brandos 
proved enjoyable, in spite of a 
few problems with their pres-
entation. Like the Satellites, the 
band also played a set consisting 
of a fifty/ fifty mix of originals 
and covers. Unlike the headlin-
ers, the Brandos seemed more 
at ease with the covers than the 
originals·, on which they often 
se-emed ·rather stiff, unwilling 
to let loose. Perhaps it's just too 
early in the tour for them to let 
loose or maybe they don't ever 
let it all hang out, but they 
sounded more at home on The 
Yardbirds' "Evil Hearted You" 
and The Sonics "Strychnine," 
which cooked to ultimate por-
portions, then their own "Gei':-
tys burg" or "ln My Dreams." 
They've got the right ingre-
dients to stew up something 
good, but they just have a bit 
more growing to do· before 
·. stepping into the big leagues. 
ScottSStunning Scenes' 
Tom Berenger and Mimi Rogers, stars of Someone To Watch 
Over Me. , 
remarks on what exciting and has created a work that is so 
technically and visually dazzling good looking that you overlook 
films they are. Now, when the many of it's shortcomings. Not 
characters are almost complete- since"Woody Allen's Manhattan 
ly subordinated to the "look" have I seen New York photo-
of the film, as they are in most graphed so stunningly, and the • 
of.Scott's work, there is no real action sequences, especially .one 
problem. However, in such a in th~ Guggenheim Museum, 
film as Someone To Watch Over really keep you watching. Mimi 
Me, which is a vaguely Hitch- . Rogers brings to her role a tr~ly 
cockian romantic thriller:, it fragile beauty; she is like one 
becomes difficult to accept of the many. priceless works of 
· another set of largely faceles.s art she keeps in her ritzy apart-
characters moving through the _ ment. 
frame; in order to have a film · Nonetheless, there are also 
like this work, you have to care - some unavoidable problems 
about the principal playtrs. with this film. One is a problem 
sake of his job? This, at least, 
would -have provided the vie~-
ers with a litr-le to ponder while. 
enjoying the dynamic visyal 
style of the film. · 
It almost seems that Scott ·· 
needs a collaborator to help him 
out; Scott could handle the look 
of the film and the action scenes, 
.but whenever charatcter devel-
opment rea.rs it's ugly head.he 
could call in his c:tssistant. · 
Particularly at the beginning 
of the film, his approach to the 
actors is all wrong. He shoves 
the camera right in their fac~ 
every time they speak, until you 
just want to yell, "Give them 
· some space, dammit! And give - -
us some space, too." 
The plot · revolves around that it shares with almost every 
Tom Berenger (Platoon), just romantic thriller since North· 
promoted to detective,who has By Northwest, namely, predic-
been assigned to protect a tability./A glance at the adver-
beautiful and incredibly wealthy tisment for this film tells you 
woman (actress Mimi Rogers) that the Berenger and Rogers 
who witnessed a murder. He, characters are going to fall in 
of course, is Joe Blue-Collar from _ lo.ye, and no one with any film 
Queens, and is bowled over by going experience will have any 
her lifestyle; bef9re you can say. trouble seeing where the story · 
Pygmalion, they 'have fallen in is, going; What might have been As .long as he keeps the_ pace 
love. Did I mentioned that he's . much more interesting would fast, he is okay, but once th~ pace 
already married and has a son? have been to· have them not fall lags, look out, becaµse Scott does 
-Did I have to? in love, in fact to dislike each not kriow how to fill the gaps 
It all comes down to a conflict other intensly. · . . between the action sequences 
betwwen protecting this woman · As it stands, we know that - very welL What saves the film 
he loves from the murderer who Berenger wants to protect Rog- is that the pace doesn't Iig very 
Someon~ To Watch Over Me action; Ridley ScQtt is a very · is still on the loose, protecting ers because he is in love with often. It is a film well worth 
talented director, as can be seen his family, and trying to decide her. But had he loathed her;how seeing, despite it's many flaws, 
Columbia Pictures from such_ .films as· Alien, Blade between his working class ex- far would his sense of duty if only because it is practically 
By·Marc Mamigonian Runner, and Aliens. , However; istance and a world of wealth carried him? Would·he still have a· cinematography textbook. 
Some directors are great - wh¢n Qne thinks back on these th~t he doesn•t fit into. been willing to risk his-home However~ I hardly need point · 
handlers pf actors, and other films,' it is not to s·ay, "Wow! There is ceertainly a lot to like and family for a woman he out how .utterly bereft of char-
directors ar~ __ gr~~t_ ha.ndlers ~f _:_ What great aa~ng!," rather, on~ : about the .f.il111_. As alw~ys, Scott _ didn't care about, simply for the acter textbook are. . 
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MlkeJROUSe: .TooPop:Or Too Cla~sic.al? 
melody still hanging pri top'. I 
E l T I R E Z 'f I R E Z ;f I ~ 
.person. Was it so he would have 
the strict control? "No, I hadn't 
found a band yet. I wasn't at a 
stage to make a really good 
record with a band. ·social Re-
sponsibility grew out of electron-
ic work that 1 had been doing, . 
as you might .fell by the drum 
machine. I was working on three 
records, Social Responsibility, 
Quorum, and the Broken Con-
sort. I was working with nothing · 
but technology." 
guess the lyrics aren't much, like really embarassed. But it was 
(Roy Orbison's) 'Ooby Dooby."' sandwiched betweel). "See· My 
l i T Y S O C I A L R E S P O N S I B t L I T Y ,: .:, C : , 
'"See My Problem' is much Problem" and "Uptight," so 
different musically because of people can't really say I sold 
By.Arthur Lizie 
Mikel Rouse isn't your aver-
age rocker. Not only does he 
have a full time gig with PMRC 
recording artists Tirez Tirez, 
but he also holds down the head 
t spot in a chamber music group, 
Broken Consort. Not often in 
the short time that rock and roll 
has existed has- one· person 
dipped fheir hands into-both 
the rock and . .,J.assicat fields; 
much less with ·~fi<..uitt.s. It is from 
· this talented -background that 
Social Responsibility has 
sprung. 
Social R _esponsibility is the 
latest album from Rouse's pop 
ego, Tirez Tirez. The album, . 
rekased early this summer, is 
a concise and v_ery rewarding . 
pop record. Some have even 
called it too pop. The hooks sink 
deep, in fact some songs, such 
as "See My Problem," are only 
hooks, the melodies are merrior- · 
able, vou'll._be hummin_g · "In 
Your Owl) Backyard" after two . 
listens, and lyrics ,are pertinent, 
socially-responsible as the title 
says. If you like heady, but still 
danceable pop songs, this is the 
record for you. 
On the album, . the group 
consists of composer Mikel, who 
aside from singing, plays guitar, 
synthesizers, and programs 
drums, and bassist James Berg-
man. Live, the two are assisted 
by Mark Lampariello, Bill Tesar, 
and Rave Tesar. 
For all the band's success on 
record, as of yet, -they have not 
received much commerical suc-
cess. To most American radio 
listeners the group's name is . 
a foreign one, in more ways than 
one. Relates Mikel, "The name. 
- c am~ · fro m ·the o r i g i n.a 1 
drummer. He had traveled in 
Paris for ' a _couple of years, and 
on all the doors over there, it 
- says 'tirez tirez,' 'pull pull' in 
_ English. I guess I picked· the 
name to give the people a 
· lingual education." . 
With two bands at such ex-
treme ends of the music spec-
trum, one may expec~ Mikel -to 
be upique_ in his endeavors, but 
he claims that isn't necessarily 
. so. 'Tm not sure how much the 
rock scene has changed, but in 
New York, the scene has been 
developing a new concert music 
along side the usual rock and 
jazz. There's more of a merging 
of styles'. There's what I'm 
doing., then Peter Gordon 
! throws both styles in one bag. 
: Scott Johnson uses -rock instru-
mentation, 'but functions .as a 
chamber group. For me, my two 
differerit _groups serve their own 
needs. · 
A review of Sociat'Res.pon-
sibility that ran in The Village 
Voice, sort of New York City's 
· version of th'e Boston Phoenix, 
actually ran with a headline that 
implied that the band might 
actually be too pop. This is one 
accusation that Mikel does not 
mind. "Well, after years of being 
told that I'm not pop, I'm glad. 
I have made no real attempt at 
it. I've put less information into 
tt,ie songs. 
· "When I formed Broken Con-
~ort in 1982, I felt that I had to 
put less info into the pop songs 
because I had a chance to let the 
other side out. Socia{ Respo~-
sibility has lots of information; 
lots of notes, lots of hooks. I'm 
able to get away with more pop 
stuff now." 
Pop stuff is what Mikel grew 
up with._ Of course, he listened 
to The Beatles and all those 
bands, but it is an influence on 
· The Beatles that most influ-
enced him. "I listened to a lot 
of stuff when I was a kid. I grew 
· up in a small town in Missouri 
with lots of country and western 
on the jukebox. I hated it then 
because I always had to listen 
to it, but I think Ro_y Orbison 
had the greatest influence on 
me. He's one of the best singers 
and writers. 
Switching between the pop 
and classical genre, one can find 
many differences, but Mikel 
. tends to e!llphasize the similar-
ities between the two. He tends 
to treat the arrangement and 
playing of Tirez Tirez songs in 
a classical manner. Mikel ex- . 
plains, "Rock bands basically 
· improvise, it's a very different 
approach. Bands then (in Or-
bison' s time) worked out arran-
gements and set the way things 
. went, like in classical music. If 
the band's (Tirez Tirez) cook-
ing, you wouldn't even realize 
· the music was scored unless you 
knew. It's sort of a reverse 
Much like the band's often 
linear approach to pop songs, 
the album's striking cover plfo-
tograph depicts a long and 
narrow field. In explaining the . 
cover photo .choice, Mikel says, 
"I had the title first, then I called 
up the band's original bassist 
Jeff Burk, who's now a modern 
photographer, who also did the 
co~er for Quorum. I told him 
the title and the content of some · 
of the songs, then he sent me 
about fifty photos and we went 
through them and picked out· 
the one that worked the best. 
The back cover is a small rural 
photo which I chose mainly . 
because I like the clouds. 
He continues, "The cover may 
look primitive, black and white, 
but if you look carefully, you'll 
notice that it's riot actually black 
and white, but it's enhaced by 
a new.process. It's actually sepias 
and violets. He'·s got the process 
down perfect and the next cover 
will have hues of yellow and 
violet. It should be really inter-
esting." 
Anhe album's title suggests, 
Mikel has an ear out for the 
~orld' s social sit~ation. As one 
might expect with someone. so 
talent~d, M_ikel app~ars quite 
worldy. He understands the 
world as well as anyone, and 
"Your Own Backyard" is but one 
manifestation of this awareness. 
:Tm pretty -up to date, but this 
is · something that Tve been 
hearing since I was a kid, that 
if you don't watch out, Cuba or 
Mexico or Central America will 
end up in your backyard. It's very 
funny, you protect yourself from 
the threat of war _by putting 
missle silos, something much 
worse and more dangerous in . 
your own backyard" 
Two of the album's most 
the way that the phrases catch· out." · 
and you get different readings Inevidiply, for some reason 
and sounds. It's a sounds vehicle, or another, most rock musicians 
a sound piece, absolute music. a't one time or another in their 
. You get interesting counter- career seem to dabble in social-
points when the stresses are . ism. "Uptight," with it's hook 
. right, like when the "s'' in: "see" line of "If everyone gave a · 
crosses over onto itself. You can little/We'd all have a lot," can 
get new sentences if you listen be seen as a minor socialist -
inbetween the phrases. Of anthem. Mikel admits to this, 
course, it can combine in non- but explains, 'Tm not ~aying 
esense also. It's a different that capitalism is b'ad, but 
· piece." . capitalism run rampant .is .bad. 
Both of those songs . were Take the health care crisis. So 
written earlier inhis career, but many can't affdrtH~ttd.bbijJJ,r 
the other material on the album, care. Among the basic rights di~ 
written more recently, is much this country are the rights _to 
more descriptive and narrative education and health care. Of 
in nature. Mikel ponders this. course, if we adopt any _pro-
"I think the lyrics have become grams, we wouldn't call them 
more expansive, but still vague, socialism. 
still open to interpretation. It's "In the UK, they've had social 
· not really narrative, but more medi~ine since World War II, 
: bf a stream of consciouness. I . but now Thatcher is trying to 
got the more minimal work out stop it. People say that if you 
· of my system, and now I'm take the competitiofl out of 
trying ·something new and dif-:- medicine, the care will go clown, 
ferenr. I'm not repeating, but but what good is good medicine 
there are sdll some tried and if you can't <!fford it? Russia has 
true rock formulas that work, their problems that socialism. 
· stuff that people want. won't solve and we have prob-
One tried and true rock for- lems that capitalism won't solve. 
mula that now seems to have The line, "If we all give a little, 
gone out of fashion is the benefit we a)l get alot,'' might .sound 
cause. Although he believes it's corny, but nothing could be 
a good idea, Mikel believes that truer." 
music can be used for similar, People coming together, riot 
but perhaps more useful ends. · only in social politics, .but also 
"14ave a real. doubt about the in musical tastes is something 
ability ofa song ro affect change· which seems to please Mikel. 
By performing in both a pop and 
in a meaningful W~Y1 but it's classical group, he gets to see 
better than to ·sing about getting different crowds which he feels 
a gun and killing somebody. are gradually becoming more 
Springsteen and Live Aid and unified. "It's a different bag. It 
everyth1ng raises the public's began with a lot of different 
conciousness ultimately, but people, but after five years, the 
the tp.ing that has to happen is faces are beginning to be the 
same at both shows. It's really 
a grass roots moveme_llt. At __ the. people tired with the jll;nk on 
turn of the century in th is the radio, people who aren't as 
country, people made music not stupid as the record companies. 
for inoney, but to get something Broken Consort attrad:s more 
done. This was the start of the peopl~ who want ~9) 1sten to · 
labor unions, workers parties, . music, not just dance around to 
working spngs. Pete Seeger fifteen songs. 
· wrote anthems for the worker, ·"Europe has audiences that 
and Brecht wrote music signif- will go .to see anything, just so 
igant to the working class. ·-= _ !?n~ as it's live music. I see that 
Today, t,he music ind~s~ry is 
snobbery. The Bears (Adrian 1 • Shall" h ) 
Belew's band and a sister PMRC Mikel Rouse, center, and Tirez Tirez (Nevin . 1t p oto 
band) have a similar approach stunning songs are "My Mis_- nothing but money · making. 
to us. If you didn't tell anybody, take," which spreads twelve Even if die ~pirit is_ rea~ly hea:':y 
they wouldri't know, but their words out over it's four minutes, in the studio, it is ultimately 
set is really stylized. The idea and ''See My Problem,'' which turned into mass· product."· 
(of rock musicians sticking to utilizes just seven words in a Paul McCartney, someone 
strict arrangements is) not five minute stretch. It's surpris- who has made a lot of mass 
really radical, not new, but the ing just to read these facts on product, takes a lot of slack for 
idea is new for rock and roll. It's paper,'but the songs do work his recent trend of sappy pop. 
a small idea that's beginning"--- in spite of their seeming spar- In some minds, Social Respon- · 
to manifest itself." seness. Of "My Mistake" Mikel sibility's "Spin Your Wheels" 
Arrangements were probably says, ttl knew that the lyrics were could easily have been writtenn 
quite easy on the last album minimal, but it's mostly a groove by Macca. Mikel responds, "It's 
_ considering the fact that Mikel oriented song. The song creates _ one of the more .pop songs on 
--· had only to direct one other · an illusion and builds up to all the record. I remember when 
. ·· - · · · --- the clatter at the end with the - I first played it fot people, I was 
happening more here, people 
just ·going out to ·hear good 
music." 
And good music is what 
anyone gets with a listen to 
Mikel Rouse and Tirez Tirez's 
Social Responsibility. Side from 
a new Broken Consort record 
in January, look for a possible · 
Tirez Tirez tour of this area this 
fall, and if not, they'll be around 
next spring after the next album 
- comes out: At any rate, Mikel 
'\\'ill always be 'hard at work. 
\ 
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Salerri66 a," Rainonl!S: Old BU-tGObd 
Salem 66, vocalist-Judy Grunwald, drummer Jim Vincent, 
- bassist Beth Kaplan, and guitarist Tim Condon, appear 
_ this Saturday night, October 10, in the MUB Pub, sponsered 
by WUNH and MUSO. The band, a mixture of dense _ 
textures and some hard rock, are a: Boston area favorite. 
Tickets are $3 for students and $5 for the general public. 
at 8 p.m. (Norm Francoeur photo) 
Ramones 
Halfway To Sanity 
Sire Record$ 
By Ric Dube 
This summer Squirrel Bait 
broke up. , The explanation for 
J the split was that guitarist Dave 
Grubbs was busy going to school 
_ at Georgetwon. They also ad-
mitted that the guys in. the band 
hated each other's guts. 
The Ramones are a bunch of 
forty year old babies who get 
no support from their record 
company, don't take the'ir ar-
tistic career very seriously, and 
_ don't really get along. They've 
had enough snits to break up 
the band twenty or thirty times. 
As a result, their twelfth record 
in their thirteenth year of 
existance showcases typical-
songs that break no ground 
.creatively. It's great. -
Really, it's great. You want 
artistic progression, listen to 
U2. You want conscientious 
soc_ial commentary, listen to 
Peter Gabriel. There's nothing 
wrong with that, the Ramones 
are simply a completely differ-
ent animal. 
Halfway To Sanity is an 
effective combination of the -
boys' middle period songwriting 
style (Road To Ruin) with their 
current· mid-eighties produc-
tion. The sound is tight, with 
a guitar that supports the mel-
ody rather than defining it. 
Johnny Ramone's guitar playing 
hasn't improved much, but 
remains sufficient. Joey Ra-
- ~one's golden tones-a!"e still 
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-Foreign movie posters 
-~ock posters and photos 
exceptionaly his. Dee Dee Ra- - to date. , -
mone plays bass and sings. - In this age,.only the Ramol?-es 
Richie Beell has left the band would dare release a song with 
briefly being replaced by ex~ · a hackneyed title like "Bop _'Til 
Blondie drummer Clem Burke. You Drop," but perhaps the 
At last report, Ramones' mark song "I Lost My Mind" justifies 
II drummer Marc Bell has been such. 
reinsta.ted as drummer Marky ·. The Ramones have not lost 
Ramone. their talent or their knack for 
With songs like "Weasel making g~eat rock. Th~y se~m .,.. 
Face" "Worm Man" and "Go to be losmg some direct10n 
Li'l Camaro Go," ir' seems the tJ:iough, perhaps coming with. · 
band are noLback to basics, but · their age. 
have simply stagnated there. The inner sleeve of t~e record 
However, the pop ballad "Bye features a black and white phot0 
· Bye Baby," although hard to of featherless poultry hung by 
keep a straightface to, is the . hooks al<;>ng a 91eat rac~. I'll bet 
, band's best attempt at a-crooner they don t know why either. 
Democratic Candidate 
for President of the United States 
DICK GEPHARDT 
speaks on 
THE NATURE OF THE PRESIDENCY 
Thurs., Oct. 8, 12:30 p.m. 
GRANITE STATE ROOM LOBBY. 
Strafford Room 
Memorial Union. Building 
Open to the Public -
.~ ' 
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. MOTHER GOOS:E & GRIMM by Mike Peters 
MAPP~ MOOR OF TME LIVIN6 PEAC> 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
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KG orr:.;,c,AD . 
Durham Bike> 
. I ~~!f~1!J -· 
' ' 
Pettee Brook· Lane· 
Durham; N . B. 
8~5634 
- M-F 9-6 Sat. 9-5 
Thur.s: Til 8 
I 
. ·-I 
.· WHAT IF YOU DOWT GO 
;, INIO THE GRAD SCHOOL 
.. , OF YOUR CHOICE? 
•: Sure, there are otl')er schoo~'. But why 
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their 
scores ~n<Hheir chances of being admit-
ted i.nto their first-choice schools. Fact is, 
no o~ ha.s helped students score higher' 
IKAPLAN:. 
STANllY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL aNTER LTD: 
NH LSA T class starts 10/ 11. 
GMAT class starts.11/ 14. 
· Call collect . (617)~66-TEST . 
.. Copies . 
Beyond 
9to5 
For your comenie11c1· . Kinko's is 
ope11 early. opt'n I ale. and open. 
. ,n·eker:ds. ., · · 
• Fast Sen·ice · · ·~ . L1 ,,, Prices 
• Outstanding Qu.11i1y 
kinko•s· 
Great copies. Great people_ 
51 Main -Street · 
Durham 
:.J 
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· RUIB&REGISIRATION 
·Regis~ration Fee - $5.oo·/ Day of Judging- $10.00 
' Registration Fee is Non-Refundable. 
Proceeds of Registration Fee are to be 
· given away in a drawing to contest participants on October 12, 1987 
1. ·Vehicle must be judged to enter drawing 2. Pro class not incl uded in drawing 
Q.ualificatio~'s start Septe~ber 8 ends October 10. 
Must have vehicle present to qualify 
· Judging on all classes to be held on O·ctober 10, 1987 between JO AM - 6 PM, with 
winner announced at completion of judging. 
-Judging Guidelines & Criteria Include: 
• Sound Quality • Installation Quality • Sound Pressure Level 
\ ' . . 
\ . ~ Competition Classes: · .• ~, 
. '',?~if . Consumer Cars P
ro Cars 
• 1-100 \Vatts • Owners & or employees • Worst in show . -
"* 
~'\~ 
.. ~:\.~. ~ .. ,\\. \· . . ·~--
• 101-150 \Vails of Car Audio Dealerships; • llest in show 
• 15 l-300 \Vatts Audio i\\anufacturers • Best factory 
installed in show • 301-500 \\'atts • 0-800 \X'atts 
•, 501-up • 801-~p ,, 
- - ---- .. 1\\~f.-_____ _________________
_________ _ 
. /I~~'.'/ 
'-·, . \ • '. , 1\ I~-:: 
\)~\~·-,~- ,1\l.i~ 'i\ 1\'~\ ,\!,\ f0 ~-i(, ~\ ti\l\~'.I\! z~ 
,I 
• T-Shirts given away ·w_ith each registration. 
· • Trophies to be award~ in all catagories. 
For more details contact the Audiophile. 
·IM11--- . - . .. - - -
.. -.. .. -- .. .. -- .. - . . . . . . . . AUDIO -VIDEO 
1 2 2 LAFAYETTE R D., RT. 1 , N. HAM PTO N, N H O 3 8 6 2 • ( 6 0 3 ) .% 4 -71 1 5 
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1°"0 AVOID . ~Y.t.S. 
ti·. 
FRESHMAN rm . 
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by Andy "Sk_i!py'' Champagne 
• I • 
. '' 
by Michael, F: · Dowe 
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PAGE TWENTY-THREE 
KENNETH G. ALLEN AND SCOTT MILLER --- K I'LL J'Us, "---------...1 
,:STRIK 
DO YOU WANT FREE A&ENC Y? 
h'h'AT_;Po:_ -ro~ T.H1~1c;. -~~-us 1s ..• ..___.._. .._iiiiiiiiiiiii-i___.._;.,,. .. · .THE NF.L. " 
· . . is looking for a 
: ~ •• • ;: . ~,, ~- ' '~ ., ~-.: . jl. . .... --· 
r 
Production · Assistant 
. 'Jo· he.Ip ~ith iayout~ 
The position requires from S tO 10 hoitrs 
weekly and is compensated. 
,. . . 
. · Apply at RqOm 15iin the-·MUB.·. 
··- - , , $ --~ -·- · -- --- ·-- ... ' .... . ., -.... .... -... -•• ~ : ~\. ,-~·-•-~-,..... .... . • ' ' 
. L "" __ ,,.'"--.~.. ..,,_ ... . ,_ ......... ..... , -__ ..... .... _..,. ... -- -~ _ .... .... .......... ----- .-..... .. . ,,. ~~ . --.- -... .... ~~- -.. .. ,.... ..... ... .. ~~ ..... -~., .., - ........... ·'<" .. .... . - - , .... - - -- • -.. . - __ .__~ .... .. ..... .,.,.,.... .,. ... _-... ~ ....._._ ...... ... CC' - -- -- .... ,._,,._r•- ..... ... . ..... __ --- .tJ ...... . .... - ... ~ .. -,.,...-- _.._ .. . ~ ~- ... ..,. ~ ..... ~ .... - _ .... ~.-- - •-- - · . . ..... -_ - - • - -- - .. ·- --- • 
' ; 
"" 
· . .,, 
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IL~-UNH GOES BACK TO THE FUTURE-- -----5'_1! 
HOMECOMING WEEK OCTOBER 12-1 'l 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
-MONDAY: 
GREAT COOKS ON CAMPUS DINNER 
Area Pining Halls 
TUESDAY: 
UNH SCHOOL SPIRIT DAY . 
, Come out to T-hall at. 12:30pm and listen 
to The New Hampshire Gentlemen! Then 
join in with other groups and individua-ls 
to compete for the coveted UNH School 
Spirit Title! *The winner(s) will be the Grand 
· Marshall( s) in Saturday's parade. 
WEDNESDAY: 
I WACKY OLYMPICS 
- Get a team· of 10 people together and come 
over to the Murkland lawn at 4:00pm and 
. compete with o'ther teams in six crazy 
events! Prizes will be given to the winning 
team! 
THURSDAY: 
BED RACES . 
Put on~ your pajamas and come down to 
the lower quad for -BED RACES!! You'll 
need six people on your team -- 5 to push 
and 1 to ride! · 
· FRIDAY: 
PEP RALLY and BONFIRE with the UNH 
CHEERLEADERS, FOOTBALL TEAM, 
and MARCHING BAND. . 
Get psyched fo_r Saturday's game vs. 
Northeastern! At 6:30pm The Marching 
Band will -be in Area I to begin The March 
to The Lower Quad. Bv ,6:4p, The· Band wilf -
. be through Area 111 to bring eve~yone to 
the Bonfire. There will be a cheering contest 
and COACH BOWES will introdL:Jce our 
team! Come out and join the celebration! 
Later, tune in to WUNH for the SECOND 
ANNUAL TRIVIA CONTEST sponsored 
by CONGREVE HALL! Get _a team_ togeth- · 
er a_nd compete for 1st, 2nd & 3rd prizes! 
SATURDAY: ~ 
9:00AM TENTH ANNUAL ROAD RACE. 
FIELD HOUSE . 
10:00AM JAZZ BRUNCH IN STILLINGS 
& PHILBROOK 
11:00AM THE PARADE! Starts in front 
of New Hampshire H~II and ends behind 
Hue leston Hall.* 
11~ 0AM-1:00PM MUSIC AND -MUN-
c, •ES. Come-back to Huddleston after 
tt-h, para.de and enjoy music by The · Now 
Sound- f:xpress with munchi13s Fr·o,m -Dining 
Services ~nd see The Floats up ~lose! 
1 :00PM UNH VS. NORTHEASTERN. 
6:00-8:00P.M STUDENT AND ALUMNI -
DINNER ~ 
Grani~e State Room. $12.00 per person. 
Reservations preferred. 
8:00pm-Midnight BACK TO THE FU- . 
TURI: THEME DANCE . 
Get dressed up in your best 50's - 60's 
costume and .dance to the sounds of the 
SHIFTONS. Free juice bar and munchies. 
Admission is free to UNH students with 
ID, and $2.00 .for any non:--student. MUB 
PUB. Enter from the Pistachio's side only. 
Special thanks to the following g'roups who wiJI make this all 
possible: Congreve Hall, the Minis, ROTC, Dining Services, 
Dean of S_tudents Office, Residential Life, Drug and Alcohol 
Awareness Committee, Pi-Kappa Alpha, UAC, Mus·o, WUNH, 
Alumni Office, and the 1987 Homecoming Committee. 
*For contest details, see your 
RA, Greek Chapter President, 
or stop· by The Com-muter 
Transfer Center or rm. 126 in 
t_he M·us for information. 
CLASSIFIED 
·1 Bedroom Apartment- Main St. Durham. 
. $600/per month and electric (heat in-
·' clude<;:l) call 868-2521 for more information. 
Great Student Car- '79 Chevy Monza 
Wagon . Runs tine, 4 speed , AM/FM 
Cassette with speakers. 85,000 miles, $400 
or best offer. Call Jack- 435·_ 1 ~83. · 
1981 Peugeot 505 S, 5 speed. Power locks, 
power windows, power' brakes, and power 
steering. AC, new tires and ex.haust. Great 
buy at $2100- call 868·2578. 
Mazda GLC Luxury Edition. 15,000 miles. 
AC, sunroof, AM/FM 9assette. Mint con-
dition . Asking $5 ,500 (negotiable) . Call 
· Kelly 868-6169. 
1984 ChevyCavalierHatchback. Standard - 1978 Ford Grenada . Two door, AM/FM 
5-speed, front wheel drive, maroon exterior: Cass~tte. A/ C, ju St inspected . In good 
gray interior. Excellent condition- no rust, cond 't 1on . MuSt sell- $800. or B.O. Call 
mechanically sound, new t ires. Asking _A_nd- r_e_a_8_6_8-_3_5_3_4. _ ______ _ 
'. $3000. Call Sharon 9-5 M-F at 742-2963 1Ox10 Box Stall For Rent- Lee : Price 
or after 6 at 664-2558. negotiable. 659-3007. 
'76 Saab 99. Needs work . Runs . 120 K 
r:niles . Manual trans. $700 or B.O. Keep 
trying. Lisa- 868-5331 . 
1983 Honda Prelude. Sunroof, AM/FM 
stereo, silver, excellent condition . $4,900. 
Call (603)-431-3593. 
1981 Horizon, 4 sp'eed, radial tires, snow 
tires, AM/ FM cassette, looks and runs 
great. Asking $1,650. 868-5372 or 868-
5759. 
Motorcycle- 81 Kawi 6PZ 550 runs good, 
with helmet. $800. Call 862 -4149 ask for 
Jay 224. 
1975 Nova. Excellent running condition, 
new brakes and shocks. $375/best offer .. 
868-2056 evenings. 
4 Canvas chairs $5 each; 2 bookcases 
. $20 each; 1 scm portable typewriter $1 5; 
1 plaid easy chair $25; 1 cot $15. Call 868-
7366 after 5. 
ONE OF THE LAST LIGHTS OF OUR 
Pinarello SLX, campy look 56 cm. Asking 
$750. Call 868-5634. 
Used MJ' Bike, NISHIKI Colorado. 19" $339 
or B.R.O. Call 868-5634. 
Personal Care Attendent. $6/hr. No ex-
perience necessary. Hours negotiable. 
Easy work. Great boss. Call Dan at 692 -
4764. 
Homewor)< ers Wanted! Top Pay! C.I. 
1212;4th Ave., N.W. Suite 222 Norman O.K. 
73069. 
· Part Time- Full Time- Weekend work . 
General laborers wanted- good pay. Call 
New England Pavement Maintenance. 1- · 
800-221 ~3334. 
CIVILIZATION: 76 Oldsmobile, 4 doors, Relief Counselor for Adolescent Girl 's 
· A~/FM, tape deck, power everything, new Home. Work on-call basis to substitute for 
paint (white), marvelous condition, runs full time c;ounselors . Training provided . 
·great! Call Peter at 868 -4595 (10 to 6) . Must be 21 years old and be a junior in 
Asking $650. Human .Service field. Shift 3-11 pm. you 
1980 VW Rabbit. Red with black interior, pick days, pay $5 .00 per hour. Contact 
f stereo a~d ca~s;tte, 96k mil es. Just· Sharon Omand, 742-2963. 9-5 .M-F. 
inspected, ruris fine: Asking $950 or B.O. . Needed: Personal Care Attendent for male 
qall Kristen 868-9924 (1142). quadriplegic . $6 .00 an hour, meals in-
. 'J31 Suzuk i GS _ 550 LZ. Good running eluded, will train. Flexible hours. Call Ron 
condition , new chain and sprocket. Free _74_2_-_3_54_1_. _ ________ _ _ 
winter storage available. Asking $800. Call __ Work Study Student Needed .: W,ant a 
~,~cott at 862-4429. . creative and fun positio'n with emphasis 
1.981 Diesel Chevette. 4 door, no rust, good on health issues, come join us at the Health 
: t ires, new ~rak,_e,s; a:iways starts .. 70,b0Q . Education Center .. C,all 862-3823 for more 
THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS Invite you 
to RUSH THETA CHI. Open rushes - Oct. 
5 - Graffiti T-Shirt Rush . Oct. 8 - Pajama 
Rush. All rushes 8-10 p.m. at 37 Madbury 
Road. 
TO ALL UNH WOMEN- COME MEET THE 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF SAE AND 
EXPERIENCE LIT.TLE SISTER RUSH. MON. 
OCT.12 FROM 8-10 pm. CASUAL ATTIRE. 
THETA C_HI LITTLE SISTERS invite you 
to RUSH OX. Open rushes- Oct.5- Graffiti 
T- shirt Rush . Oct.8 - · Pajama Rush . All -
rushes 8-10 pm: at 37 Madbury Road. 
Meet the Brothers and Sisters of THETA 
CHI. RUSH THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS. 
Open rushes- Oct.5 and Od.8. 8-10 pm. 
at 37 Madbury Road. 
THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS lnivite you 
to RUSH THETA CHI. Open rushes - Oct. 
5 - Graffiti T-Shirt rush. Oct. 8 - Pajama 
rush. All rushes 8-10 p.m. at 37 ·Madbury 
Road. ' 
Meet the Brothers and Sisters of Theta Chi. 
RUSH THETA CHI LITTLE SISTERS. Open 
rushes - Oct. 5 and Oct. 8, 8-10 p.m . at 
37 Madbury Road. 
Join the largest student run organization 
on campYs ~ MUSO - gain valuable 
experience and see all the shows for FREE! 
Contact the MUSO office at 862-1485 for 
more info. 
Help make America great again. Contact 
your state representative and ask to back 
Bork for the Supreme Court. 
Bork is a Dork 
To the person with knowledge of the 
FMRHS drummer, get in touch, MUB rm . 
130, Charlie with the little brother. 
Rapists frequently plan their crime by 
looking for the right chance and the easiest 
victim, lower 'your opportunity for attack 
by using the Escort Service. 
miles, Ask.ing $1'500. Call (603)-447-5751. "_in_fo_._· _ _ __________ _ 
g~~g~~:~~lf iI~!~;:m~ r _ ~,--•··.·:•· .. ·. .. ·.·.·..•.:. LO~~ i 1 ·.·.: .. _:.•_:.'.:.•.,_:.:_:_,_:.•.~.:.,_l.:_1··:i,:.1 [Ha:p. p,y.:,_.··B,:;: irt_hPd: a~y:~J:~.-:K:::::::_::::y::.::io:.:.:u:::::,::·r~e::!ai~\il __ gi\!!r!lejaj tl gl ul yl -· 
'.(603)-356-7118, Nights (603)-447-5373. ~-~ .\{\··•::::::·:::·::::::::::. :::~:~:-~_~:;:: :_:_::-: .·:_:-.·.::_:::::· ·: . ' 
Shop Worn 12 speed at Durham Bike. · 
:· Elem . Bicycl'e Ma fntenance . Thursdays ... losr. Silver slip hook earring 'A'.ith face on P_._P_. -------------
end· Disappeared sometirie Fri. 9/18. Lots Kevin B. in philosoph_y 401 Tues/Thurs, 













·6·. ------------- does red do? Q,esperate1Y"seeking Red! 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
Alth~ugh their descendants firmly deny this, 
Neanderthal mobsters· are frequently linked with 
the anthropological treasures of Olduvai Gorge. 
Sarah Mace, Thar:,k you for all your hard 
work on rush. It certainly 'paid off with an 
awesome psyched group of pledges. Love, 
the sisters of Alpha Phi. 
Congrats -on Chi-O S4ey. Best of luck w/ 
pledging - we'll be there if you need us! 
Hope you receive from it as much as you'll 
add. Much love, the residents o~ Apt. 6. 
Dear Ex-Roomie, Phalanges misses you, 
will you come visit soon? If not, keep your 
eyes on the stars, study hard, and I'll see . 
you in a month. This'll work, Right?! Love, 
Blondie. P.S. How Cute!! 
OW and KP, you animals, why don't you 
shape up and start acting like the ladies 
your mothers think you are!! Just kidding 
sweeties. You're allowed, you're seniors. 
Love you tons. JPF. 
To J.D.S. at Si~ Ep - I hope your foot/ ankle 
gets better soon. From K.S. next door. 
Harry- CONGRATULATIONS ON SAE!. 
Good Luck! Love, the girls from Hitchcock 
2nd. 
SARAH KEATING- HAPPY 21st! THE 
TRAVETTES. 
Sonya, the stars are out tonight. Come view 
them with me in the U.S. Enterprise. Love 
Kevin. 
To my library companion- Thanks for the 
talk and the Mountain Dew on the lawn . 
You're really sweet. See you soon. 
DON'T SAY "NO to CASH, FRIENDS, and 
an EXCUSE not to study! Join the Philbro_ok 
team at $4.35/hr. Flexible hours! 
Voice Lessons . Classical to musical 
theatre. Debora Taylor Mayne, M. Music. 
Ten years experience_, New, York and 
Toronto. Call 868-2034. · 
Guitar Lessons-· Study with a G.I.T. Grad 
Improvisational concepts, technique, ear 
training, chords, harmony and theory, all 
styles. Call 749-4780. 
Explore Music in My Home- study vo ice, 
piano, violi,n, recorder , lute, theory or 
renaissance music privately or in ensem-
ble. All ages welcome. Call Persis Ensor 
in Durham at 659-2721 . 
----------
MUSO is NOT the largest organization on 
campus- the New Hampshire Outing Club 
IS. We have the largest, oldest permanent 
membe; ship and are prowd of it! Go 
N.H.O.C! 
Darkrooms· are open for student use. $30 
for the semester. Contact Rob or Kathy 
at MUSO for more details . 862-1 485 or 
Room 148 MUB. 
Rubes® 
1-
Ghost and Goblins don't come out until 
halloween! But costumes and supplies are 
avatlable now at the Little Shop of Horror. 
So come see the toga, flappe,r, fabuloi:Js 
Freddie Krugar and many more. Or bring 
in your own idea and let us make you into 
what you want to be. See us at 18 Van Veen 
Dr. East Lebanon, Me. (207)-457 -1209:::. 
Learn Astrology- Learn about New Age. 
Astrology and your daily Astroluck. Send 
self addressed stamped envelope to P--aul 
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237, New 
Smyrna Beach, Fla. 32069. 
Don't say ''NO" to CASH , FRIENDS, and 
an EXCUSE not to -study! J~in the Philbrook 
team at 4.35/hr. Flexible hours! 
Bartending Course- Learn a valuableskill 
or fun or profit Prepare for a good paying 
part-time of Va.cation job_. Get hands on 
professional training behind an actual bar, 
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun 
our way. Certificate awarded. School is 
licensed and is .on UNH Kari-Van route. 
,Visitors welcome. Evening classes . Call 
or write for free brochure. Master Bartertder 
School, 84 Main St., Newmarket, N.H. 
Tel.659-3718. 
By Leigh Rubin 
! I 
I I , 
I . 
Fate prevented No.rman -Smith _from completing the 




RELAXATTH PRIVATEHOTTUB _·. 
· 'ROOM RENTALS . . 
.• SHOWERS, DRESSING AREA AND STEREO IN EACH ROOM e ,.· 
· . • TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHED• 
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· You are cordial~ _ 
. · ly invited to at-
tend The New 
- Hampshire's _ 
first fall cr1~ 
· tique. 
Tu.es. Oct. 6, 
· 7:30 ·' in 
-the Carroll Rm,-- -. 
MUB. 
. ... ,' 
, .. ~.,.. . 
SUNDAY 
.DOUaE F ·. 
Call us. 
Durham Shopping Center 
Phone: 868-6230 
Hours: 
4pm ~ 1 am Sun. - Thurs. 
4pm- 2am Fri. & Sat. 
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Lady 'Cats win a 
big one over #2 
WeSt Chester, 4-0 
. :· .. ~. 
By John Kelley . West Chester ,wa~ not going 
After playing a host of garries to allow UNH to -walk all ·over 
on an inconsistent le:vel, the them. They ca,me out strong 
UNH field hockey team may early in the second half and 
finally be showing its true colors pressured the defense . . 
as it trashed second-ranked Only the fine · play of the 
· · nationally West Chester 4-0 on UNH defense along with the 
a rainy Sundai c,1Jternoon. excellent performance put in 
. "It was our b'iggest game," by goaltender Michele. Flannell 
coach Marisa Didio said. 'The (The Backstop). The defense 
·month of September was an was especially poised on West 
experimental one, but now we Chester's corner opportunities 
have to come out and take as they stopped all 18 of them. 
charge of our region." "It was i-mportant that we 
This victory put the Wildcats were able' to handle the pressure 
back in the playoff picture. They in the sernnd half," Didio said. 
have a 4-2-1 record now but they "That (first goal of the second 
are 1-0-1 against op·ponents half) is the difference between 
ranked in the top five nationally. a 2~ 1 game ahd a 3-0 game. 
Als·o the .'Cats have been dev- That's big," she· said. 
astating at home as they are 3- Not enough can be said about· 
-0 and have outscored their the fine season Flannell is 
opponents 11-2. having. She racked up fourteen· 
Before anyone could raise saves in this game which gives 
their umbrella the 'Cats jumped hei'68 for the season (.932) . 
.out to a 2-0 lead.Just 53 seconds "She (Michele) is having an 
-into the contest Kathy Daly set exceptional year," Didio said. 
up Liz Brickley for a score. "She has taken total charge of 
Four minu.tes later, Peggy the circle, which she hadn't done 
Bilinski· 'rook advantage of a before this season." 
.penalty stroke by slipping a· shot UNH did add two insurance 
by West Ch.ester goaltender goals late in the game. The first 
Shelly Stevens. came from Lori Mercier while 
;. "One of our problems has the second ,was by Karen McBar-
~een not being able to take ron. 
charge offensively early in .~ "This game was very excit-
gaine," Didio said. "In this game ing," Didio said. "There are 
we concentrated on getting the certain games which are high-
first shot and.the first goal. That lights for the season and this_ 
(first) goal got us into .our is one of theJl!." 
offensive ment~lity and allowed The 'Cats will try to continue 
·us to take charge;,,she said.~ . -:•--"their horrie·domination on Wed-
The score remained 2-0 until nesday at 3:30 w.hen Boston 
int~rmissioq. - university comes to town. 
---SOCCERMEN~· ---
<eontfo~ed from 1>age 28) 
the field." pad today. , ~ .. - ~ .. 
.. "Today's practice was tough -Senior ·goal'ie Chris Jay's final 
:-and afterwards we ·had -a· talk seasori ended in disappointment 
witli-just the players," said as ·.he reinjured his knee. "I 
Bergholtz. 'We .. ~ie r<::ally up warmed up Chris before the 
for the rest of the sea-sG{\,p.ut . second half Friday and he looked 
we'll still take it one garne-11.a-t : great," said Stins·on. "He . 
a time." • ..._ - jumped off his left leg and the 
. "Maine is a tough team a.nd " knee buckled .underneath him. 
we came out the same way we ·It was: very disappointing. I 
did against Plymouth State, guess it just wasn't ready yet." 
thinking we could pull it out in -According to Garber, lyiike 
the last few min.utes,'' said Gromko, the junior fullback, will 
Stinson. "The key to winning · step-in as Stinson's backup.Jay 
is coming out with intensity and will resume his role on the 
·gettirig our pa~sing game back.'' . sidelines_ as both the team· 
"You could see it in our inspirationalist and coach. 
player's eyes after the _game. We · · '.'I really feel for Chris. It has, 
were angry. We didn_,.t like to · been a · discouraging season for 
.• lose. We're going to have to take ,him,'' said Stinsoµ. "He has 
control right away against Bab- . · 'helped out a lot .on the bench 
son," said Stinson. · this year. I often find myself 
Not only did UNH have to asking Chris' opinion .and he's 
face its first loss, but they now · usually .right.'' · . 
have. to cope with their first · ·. The W'ildcats' record drops 
injuries~ Bergholtz twisted hi~ · to 6-1-1 while Maine moves up 
ankle with a minute gone in the , to a 3~2-2 mark. UNH will face 
overtime period. He sat out the - Babson Wednesday and wiU · 
practice yesterday and is sche- return home Saturday to do 
duled to be fitted wit!"i ~ special battle with Vermont. · 
Jean sn:~aks 'itp on Delaware 
UNH quarterback Bobby Jean-h9lds the ball high aftei; streaki~g 52 yards for the T_D t~at 
broke open the game. (Craig Parker photo) -
....... ------FOOTBALL---------1 
(continued from page 28) 
Olds celebrated his return to the conference. knee of his will be able -t 
· field by snaring two of JeaJi's . Bowes and his staff have an w.ithstand a hit." : .. pena~tie 
four touchdown passes. Sopho- extra week to get ready for the continued to haunt UNI-J as the 
more Chris Braune had his Homecoming game with Nor- made 11 mistakes, good for' 8. 
second 100-plus yards receiving theastern. The last time UNH yards .. .Junior Bill Farrell agai 
performance in a row)catching got a week off was after the . _slipped into his Gordie Lock 
six passes for 118 yards. opening loss to Richmond. "I baum disgui'se, playing bo.i 
The loss was Delaware's third think that was the longest two ways ... Bill. O'Malley blocked a· 
straight in .conference play and weeks of my life," _said Bowes. extra point attempt in(d{e thir . 
may.hav:e knocked them out of · ''I am worried a little about quarter to add to Delaware's 
the race. "It certainly hasn't been momentum, but after this sa- wo.es ... Bowes on the surprisin 
any fun so far," said Raymond. - tisfying win I think the two · amount of points rung up: "I 
"We lost 19 guys .to: graduation · : ·weeks .will ,be shohet th1s"tiin~:~••" yoti~d"iol& 'ine-liefore-the.vg'a'me 
and believe me, we're feeling It will also give Boulay and . that we were going to score 45 
the effects now." Doherty some extra rest." · points, I would have said 'no 
.For UNH, the win boosted WILDCAT NOTES:Junior tail- way.' ... Another classic quote 
them back into contention with back Todd Urbanik is still from Tubby: "We made so many 
Maine as the Black Bears un- temporarily shelved. "l hope mistakes out there they were 
· expectedly lost to a team named to have Todd back by the Nor- ,multiplying like children.'' 
' Towson State. The 'Cats are now theastern game,': said Bowes. < 
3~ 1 overall' an~ 2-1 in the "The question is whether that 
, ' 
X-country teallls · perform well 
By Paul Sweeney improving~" course like the backof your hand · 
The weekend was quite a --Last ye~r, there . was one and ' the·, other teams don't 
profitable one for both UNH runner in the top 40 for UNH, · know." 
cross country teams. The worn- with the majority of others . As a team, UNH scored 44 
en performed admirably at the placing in the 60' s. This year, points, finishing second behind 
talent-laden Rutgers Invitation- five runners were in the top 45 Central Connecticut, who had 
al. The men had their first and for the blue and white. · · 28 points .. Tufts-was last with 
only home meet this season an~ ·- The top time for UNH last 48 total points. 
split with Central Connecticut season was 19 mi'nutes, 6 se- Boulanger thinks the differ-
and Tufts. conds. On Saturday, Cindie ence between his team and the . 
The women's eighth out of DiFraricesco;the top Wildcat victors was that CCSU had 
ten team finish at Rutgers gave time this season, crossed the effective.grouping. Hall was 
little clue of how well the team finish line nine seconds sooner, first and Hammer was fifth for 
really ran. The Wildcats were good for 32nd place. Dawn the 'Cats, but the next finisher 
up against some teams that are :Enterlain also improved her . was Ryan Landvoy's tenth. 
major strengths· in . the east. time, by ten seconds, recording . CCSU finished second, third;. , 
Acco·rding 'tO UNH coach a 19d6 race which placed _her fourth and eighth all within 
George Liset, the opportunity 42nd. Nancy Boulanger was about 30 seconds of each other. 
for his team ·to run against top second for the Wildcats, 35th Both cross country teams are 
squads is much welcomed. · overall, finishing in 19:06. - on their way to Maine this 
"We go to Rutgers each year Penn State won the meet with weekend to <;Oinpete in dual 
because the competition is so 50 points and. Maryland fol- meets with the-Black.Bears. The 
good," Liset ~aid ... We like to lowed twp points behind'. 1 women's goaJ is to keep improv-
. face top com;petition because For the men's team, Friday ing, but the men are out to win. 
~-------------T icgives us experience for the af~ernoon was a UNH day. Paul "Our goal on Friday is to b~at 
I ' · I big meets that are coming later Sweet, Mr. Cross-Country of Maine," Boµlanger said. "Run-
1 · . · · I · in the season. It -let's us know. · UNH, was on hand to witness ning against Maine is the ulti-
1 If YQ.Y.JJlissed the action I that we can run against the . the team's only home meet this mate rivalry for us. Also if we 
I , .. :,'- :•::•:::  ........ · ·1 larger schools." . year. Sweet had to be impressed beat Maine, we'll be .500." 
I ..  .:..; ... )~birl:::;.&lPout it in . I What most pleased Liset was with UNH sophomore Randy Liset isn't .worrying too much 
JI ::':?:':' :::\i:J>:... ,;I)t:.>. · 1 · ~~::r1~h~v;;'~~e~~t;e~:f~
0
a::~ ~:~~d:,~1t;~~i~: i;~::~~-35 ii~~ui: 7~~~~-~:~~f/?.fl~~ 
I~~•• I ~~.~1;,en~~~~:~;•~~~~~e~~~-~ a ?..::'~/!Tg~0 ~f n~~ s:~~~:: ~h~u!i:'. p;~:~ :~;,:;;!'!;jjf \;~ 
1;:::.::.::"1.r CIB(;ho," : ~~:s::di~~·;~:i;;!ri~ft 1;,et~:~~ t~!:e,~~h:if~!~sh~i fif,~'f ~ ~:~~~~~:;e:~;:y bh~~1:~; be~' .  I \,: 1
1 
work. To compare with last year, 25 :49. "Running your .. ,own . cause we have our wp people 
I ... : .. ,'. .. :,,: .  · ... •· .... ,, · ·. how we ran the course is a great course will be a big advantage,", hack for next year." 
t 1 'C t '\ I , _____ '"",:--,------J. indicator ~ .. how ll)U\~ w{~~- ~ p~~J~ni~r .s~W<'Y<,n~ ¼~Of/~f • ~., .f 
~~·-;;,;:-.i:,c"';~:~;~,.,~~":,~-::~:~ .. .... \:~~~~-~--:-. \:~-~~.~~~-vi ::F~! ''\:,·~ )Pi~\ 'I, "He-\ , ... ;~"'"''fli ,!;: ••~ \.·.H '"', \ '.'t .:!'i. 't. ,,., ...... ~:~~1 ·1'!; ... ;"\"'--:· ·f" ... \" \ \. .,.,. "O'fu, ¾"- "': . \i. ·- \_ '· ~ ·-·'";'•• ,.,,... fi~i,, -\"- $,~",• \, ~. 
,,.,. -~·- ~}: .\\ .\/, . 
Sports 
Wildcats.make Delaware, look like scabs 
Wildcat b1ilba~k Mike Ryan (37) plows throu~h the blocking of the offensive line and gets 
some help from fullback Matt Bf1nbury (41). (Craig Parker photo) · , 
. - --· I 
·Soccer streaks co~e to end 
· Maine pins first loss on men 
. 1· 
By Scott Bemiss from teammate Mike Chirgin, 
All good things must com~ Black Bear Ben Spike got offa-
to an end,or so they say. At least trickler that just barely. eluded 
that is what the Black Bears of Stinson. · 
Maine told UNH Friday after- "I pelieve we played one of 
noon as they ruined the Wild- our better games," said head 
cats' undefeated season with a .. coach Ted Garber. "For the first 
1-0 OT victory. tiqie, though, the breaks didn't 
"We outplayed them," sa.id go our way." . 
senior forward Jeff Bergholtz. . . ''.k ~1.lpds strange, but a loss 
"We've had the chances all like this cO\'.lld actua}lf help us. 
season and we had some Friday, We may have proven .to our-
but they weren't falling." selves that we're nof\thbeat-
, 'Both teanJs. had some . able," Garber continued. 
breaks,'; said frfeshman goalie ''.This may have been the kick 
Eric Stinson. "But tl'tis. time they in the butt that we needed," said 
went the other way." Bergholtz. "We'll have no prob-
. The lone goal of the game lem getting psyched up for 
came with 9:3 7 gone in' the Babson on Wednesday." 
overtime period. After a pass Both teams were. almost even 
with shots-on-goal. UNH ·had 
15 to Ma'ine's~14. Stinson al-
lowed one goal, while stopping 
.four in his first career loss. 
-UMaine's Brennan received the 
shutout ·with an amahng_eleven 
saves . I • • • '.\,.j 
"E;ic played a fantastic ga~~ 
once again," said Garber. "That 
last goal was a fluke." 
"We held onto the ball too 
long and t~ere wasn't enough 
· talking between the players," 
said Bergholtz. "That cost us 
a few scoring opportunities." 
"We also lost our team as-
pect," add'ed Bergholtz. "There 
were too many individuals on 
SOCCERMEN, p~ge 27 
Wom·en break out of slump 
·" . ~ 
By Ed.Flaherty 
Patience and determination 
do pay off in the long run. Just 
ask . the UNH women's soccer 
team. 
. The Wildcats broke out of . 
. their fockless, and winless, 
streak with two wins in their 
last two outing~. Both victories 
were by 1-0 margins oyer New 
Hampshire Co_llege and Prov-
i9ence College. 
On Saturday, Providence Col-
lege came to Durham and the 
Wildcats recorded the victory. 
From the beginning, it looked · 
as though the UNH _scoring 
problems of this _ season would 
· haunt the . team. The 'Cats 
couldn'.t get on the scoreboard . 
in the first_ half despite out-
shooting Providence 16-3. ~ 
The dilemma was solve.cl ' at 
· 27:38 of the second half, though. 
Dianne McLaµghlin found Cher-
yl Bergeron ~ith a cross from 
die right side that Bergeron put 
in for the winning goal. 
. P:roviitence goaltender Kathy 
Cronin kept the Friars in the 
, game as she played v.ery well, 
making 20 saves. UNH goalie 
Janene Tilden also played so-
lidly, making eight saves and 
recording her th_ird shutout of , 
the year. Her goals against 
average dropped to 1.23. 
UNH head coach Marge And-
erson was expectedly pleased 
with her team's performance. 
"We're still playing well, and 
we're putting th~ ball in the -
net," she said .. 
· After losing four straight 
games, UNH broke through the 
ice with the 1-0 win over New · 
:Hampshire College last Thurs-r 
day afternoon. The win was the 
''.Cats first since their 8-0 drub-
bing of Boston University in the 
first game of the season. ., 
The scenario of this game was 
the same as the past four, as 
UNH outplayed and outshot the 
opponents 20-6. The difference 
was that the Wildcats put a goal 
on the first and held on for the 
win. -
Late in the first half, Ellen 
Weinberg had the ball in front 
of the net and fired a shot. NHC 
goalie Jeanne Lozier deflected . 
the ball with her knee and ·the 
ball came to Weinberg. The 
UNH sophomore got another 
shot off with the same .result, 
but this time teammate Maura 
Naughton got ·the rebound ·and 
put the ball past Lozier at 41:30 · 
of the half.-
That turned out to be all the 
Wildcats needed. 
Even though 'Anderson ·feels 
the team still isn't getting '{lny 
breaks, she has no qualms about 
chalking up some "W's" instead 
of "L's". · 
"We're winning, that's nice," 
Anderson said, "it changes ·our 
attitude." 
Ari4erson said the team_ is 
looking forward to playing 
· UM ass, Anderson's alma mater, '. 
on Tuesday afternoon. The 
game is here at 3:_00. 
By Rick~ampersal 
Comparing last sc;ason's Del-
aware footb~ll squad wi'th this 
season's edition is like trying 
to · find similarities between 
. regular ~atriot quarterback 
Tony Eason and scab quarter-
back Bob Bleier. There, is abso-
lutely none. 
"I b@t you thought J' d come 
in here with blood all over me 
and have tears in my eyes," said 
Blue· Hen coach Tubby Ray-
mond after his team's 45-21 loss 
to UNH on Saturday. "The fact 
is that we are a very poor 
football team right now. We're _ 
not going to beat anybody until 
we stop beating ourselves." 
· While Ray.r:nond was harsh 
on his football team they were 
actually in the contest until the 
· 9:57 mark of the third quarter. 
That's when UNH quarter-
back Bob Jean took matters into 
his own hands, or feet if you will. 
UNH led 24-13 and it was 4th 
and 1.- Uncharacteristically, 
Wildcat coach Bill Bowes de-
cided to go for it and the gamble 
paid off. 
Jean took the snap anq- mo-
mentarily disappeared into a 
sea of white jerseys. "I thought 
it was going to be a dead play," 
said Bowes, "but Bobby evident:-
ly saw an opening to the left and 
he ran right behind _McGuire 
(Frank, offensive guard). 1' The 
result? An easy 52-yard touch-
down sneak originally intended 
to gain just a yard was now 
converted into a 31-13 cushion. 
'Jean's sneak was an embar-
rassment to our defense," saii 
Raymond. "It also broke our 
back." 
The Delaware defense re-
sembled Swiss cheese all after-
noon as Jean completed passes 
at will. On the afternoon, the 
junior threw for 257 yards while 
completing 17 ·of 30 attempts. 
For his efforts, Jeap was nam~ed 
Yankee Conference Offensive 
Player of the Week and. also 
copped the Bostori Globe's 
Golden Helmet Award. · 
The whole offensive perfor-· 
mance was outstan::ling. "We're 
beginning to develop into a fine 
offensive team," said Bowes. 
"We continually made the big 
plays, Bpbby _ was outstanding,. 
and Norman Ford ran Ii.ke his 
usual self." 
Before the game, there was 
some speculation whether Ford 
would he able to revert to his 
slicing, speedy self. After sitting 
out most. of the week's practices, 
he _quickly put to rest any 
questions running for 148 yards 
on 22 carries. 
UNH went into the contest 
without two of th,eir big men 
on the defensive line. Senior co-
captain Paul Boulay sat out the 
game with a leg injury and 
Kevin Doherty was ahsent with 
a hurting ·neck. · . 
"We didn't kn.ow what to 
expect going in without them," 
said Bowes. "Delaware's offen-
sive line goes pretty large, but 
the replacements did the job." 
• Bill O'Malley played a strong 
game as he was_ forced tp play 
nose guard and defensive tackle. 
Alex Jarostchuk played ably as 
well. 
Delaware's quarterback situa-
tion is like Abbott and Costello's 
"Who's on First" skit. All week 
long, Raymond kept UNH clu-
eless as to who would start 'the 
game. He opted for sophomore 
David Sierer. He inserted ju_nior 
Craig McCoy later in the gaJne. 
'Tm not happy at all with.the 
way our quarterbacks _played 
today," said Raymond. "It's 
obvious that McCoy µ~eds time, 
but I thought he'd be a little 
· farther on in his progress." 
Junior wi_de receiver Curtis 
FOOTBAL~, page 27 
A Wildcat and player from Providence have one aim: to get 
· the ball. The 'Cats beat New Hampshire College and-the Frj.ars. 
(Craig Parker photo) 
